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“Mallory O’Meara’s book is a long-overdue tribute to Milicent Patrick, who made 
her way in Hollywood when women were never given equal standing. Patrick, an 
artist, actor, and colorful hostess, had an incredible life, and O’Meara lets us know 
the good and the bad of it.”  
–Charlaine Harris, #1 New York Times bestselling author

“At some point, the book starts to resemble troika dolls: echoes of Milicent Patrick’s 
life can be heard in Mallory O’Meara’s life, and echoes of Mallory’s can be heard in 
ours, the readers. It’s then that you realize how profound this book really is.”  
–Josh Malerman, author of Bird Box

“With THE LADY FROM THE BLACK LAGOON, Mallory O’Meara has 
performed true magic. It’s a non-fiction detective story, with O’Meara chasing the 
mystery of how the woman who designed one of cinema’s most famous monsters 
was erased from movie history. It’s an intimate, personal quest, and an irrefutable 
indictment of Hollywood sexism both past and present. It’s a love letter to monsters, 
and to those of us who cherish them. Even if you’re not a regular non-fiction reader, 
you owe it to yourself to read this book.” 
–Christopher Golden,  
New York Times bestselling author of Ararat and The Pandora Room

“[A] compelling odyssey of betrayal, broken dreams and shining resilience. Spanning 
the worlds of film, animation, horror and glamour, Mallory O’Meara richly reweaves 
the splintered mystery of Milicent Patrick into a dead-on expose of Hollywood then 
and now. Dive in!” 
–Mindy Johnson, 
author of Ink & Paint: The Women of Walt Disney’s Animation

Mallory O’Meara Nonfiction  Mallory O’MearaNonfiction

This narrative nonfiction debut uncovers the 
life and work of Milicent Patrick – one of 
Disney’s first female animators and the only 
woman to create one of Hollywood’s classic 
movie monsters.

THe LAdy FROm THe bLACk LAGOONTHe LAdy FROm THe bLACk LAGOON

As a woman working in the horror film industry, 
Mallory O’Meara was thrilled to discover that The 
Creature from the Black Lagoon featured a monster 
designed by a woman, Milicent Patrick. But for 
someone who should have been hailed as a pioneer in 
the genre, there was little information available. For, 
as O’Meara soon discovered, Patrick’s contribution 
was claimed by a jealous male colleague and she 
disappeared from film history. O’Meara set out 
to right the wrong and discovered the fascinating 
story of an ambitious, artistic woman ahead of her time. A true-life detective 
story and a celebration of a forgotten feminist trailblazer, Mallory O’Meara’s THE 
LADY FROM THE BLACK LAGOON restores Patrick to her place in film 
history while challenging a Hollywood culture where little seems to have changed.

Rights sold: 

N. America – Hanover Square N. American Audio – Hanover Square

Tor.com’s Books We’re Looking Forward To in 2019

Woman’s Day’s Best Nonfiction Books to Read in 2019

PureWow’s Books We Can’t Wait to Read in 2019

Book Clubbish’s Anticipated Books by Women Authors

“Captivating and exhaustively researched…This is a fascinating slice of Hollywood 
history with a feminist slant, correcting a sexist wrong from decades ago and 
restoring Patrick to her rightful place of esteem.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“There’s never a dull moment in this beautiful, heartfelt tribute to a pioneering 
special-effects designer and animator and passionate call for change in the industry 
that forgot her.” 
–Booklist, Starred review!

“An idiosyncratic, much-needed biography of ‘a woman before her time’… this 
passionately written biography will do much to bring Patrick the recognition she 
deserves.” 
–Kirkus

“This book is more than simply a tribute to a forgotten pioneer…engaging, 
forthright, and personal history of both the author and her muse.” 
–Library Journal

The Week’s 15 Books to read in 2019

Minnesota Post Bulletin’s New Books to Look Forward to in 2019

Books Are Magic’s Our Most Anticipated Books of 2019

Bustle’s 29 Nonfiction Books Coming out in 2019 to Get Excited About

Mallory is a screenwriter, film producer, and 
co-host of the podcast Reading Glasses.

This January, Hanover Square ordered a second printing of THE LADY 
FROM THE BLACK LAGOON, doubling it’s initial print-run to 25,000 

hardcover copies in order to meet early distributer demand! 
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Myke Cole

“Cole’s book is the most accessible introduction 
to ancient warfare that I’ve read. I believe he is 
not overstating it when he claims that a complete 
newcomer to the subject will be able to understand 
everything that is going on. The book starts strong, 
and there’s a lot to like about it. I mean anyone 
who sticks to BC and AD is already on the right 
track for me. Those needing an easy “in” for ancient 
history would be advised to get LEGION VERSUS 
PHALANX.” 
–Adventures In Historyland

Nonfiction

A story of religious tyrants, arcane war-
machines, and underground resistance.

Myke ColeFantasy

The Sacred Throne Trilogy
THe ARmORed SAINT (#1)

Myke Cole has translated his experience in military intelligence and 
law enforcement into a career as a historian and novelist. His next 

nonfiction work will explore the facts and mythos of the 
Spartan warriors. 

“The spunky Heloise fights for her family and friends 
and makes it easy to cheer her on through her 
adventures. A must-read for fans of Erika Johansen’s 
Queen of the Tearling series.” 
–Booklist, Starred review!

“[A] most satisfying fantasy, with terrific action 
sequences, particularly once Heloise dons the armor 
and takes her place as protector. She’s a fascinating 
character in a fascinating fantasy world, and I’m glad 
to have met her.” 

–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

In this accessible nonfiction debut, Cole 
presents a highly detailed and lively 
history of the clashes between the Roman 
legion and the Greek phalanx.

Books #1-2: Favorite Fantasy Books of 2018 from The Verge

“This could be a turgidly dry chin-stroking look into ancient warfare tactics but, 
thanks to the brio of author Myke Cole, it’s anything but. [...] The author points 
out elements that are largely accepted as fact thanks to detailed reports, and others 
where supposition comes into play, but he does this with a skill that makes it seem 
like a discussion between friends, not a lecture...With an excellent colour plate 
section full of photos of armour, illustrations, ancient graphics and diagrams of 
troop dispositions you have a highly entertaining and yet worthy look into how 
and why the Roman Legion was so effective against the Phalanx that had previously 
dominated the battlefield.” 
–The Amourer

“This book will appeal to [Cole’s] target audience of war gamers, reenactors, fantasy 
fans and anyone who would be turned on by the film 300 or even by ancient 
history, given the exposure.” 
–Classics For All

THe kILLING LIGHT (#3) FORTHCOmING OCTObeR 2019

Rights sold: 

Poland – Rebis 

Spain – Alianza

World English – Osprey/Bloomsbury

World English Audio – Brilliance 

Rights sold:  

N. American Audio (#1-3) – Recorded 

Poland (#1-3) – MAG 

Polish Audio (#1-3) – Storytel

 

UK Audio (#1-3) – WF Howes

World English (#1-3) – Tor.com

World English Audio (#1-3) – Graphic

THe QueeN OF CROwS (#2)

“Cole holds nothing back in his latest installment of The 
Sacred Throne...Heloise’s journey is hard, and filled with 
pain, violence, grit, and despair, but I can think of no one 
better to root for, and I eagerly await seeing her journey’s 
culmination in the next chapter of the series.” 
–Tor.com

“This was grim, fast-paced, violent, 
gut-punchy, and profound as hell.” 

                –Grimdark Magazine

“Full of love, loss, betrayal, and impossible odds, this series is 
absolutely something you do not want to miss.”           

 –Book Geeks Uncompromised 

“If you like dark stories with a sympathetic protagonist, well-
written battles, and a fascinating world you’d never want to 
live in, then this series and all its books are for you.” 

                              –Fantasy Hive

Myke is a winner of the prestigious Compton Crook Award!

LeGION VeRSuS PHALANX

more Cole on page 79
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mIdNIGHT NeVeR COme (#1)

The Onyx Court Series

 Marie BrennanFantasyMarie Brennan Fantasy

“Brennan has created a fascinating hidden underworld beneath London, and it’s 
enhanced by prose that has an elegance perfect for historical fantasy.” 
–RT Book Reviews, 4.5/4.5 stars!

IN ASHeS LIe (#2)

“The plotting is sharper, the characters are great, and Brennan continues to blend 
history and magic so smoothly it’s hard to tell where one ends and the next begins.” 
–Jim C. Hines, author of the Magic Ex Libris series

A STAR SHALL FALL (#3)

wITH FATe CONSPIRe (#4)
“An absorbing finale to a series that has grown richer with every installment.” 
–Kirkus, Starred review!

Ree Varekai Novellas

“[T]his small novella [is] proof that epic 
fantasy doesn’t need to be of epic size to 
work… COLD-FORGED FLAME is an 
exciting and engaging start to a new series.” 
–New York Journal of Books

COLd-FORGed FLAme (#1)

LIGHTNING IN THe bLOOd (#2)
“Ree’s hunger for self-realization adds depth to 
the rich worldbuilding and exciting action sequences.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Full of adventure, political intrigue, battles on the high 
seas and even a little bit of love…A few may even find 
themselves believing dragons exist.”  –Deseret News

“Downton Abbey, but with dragons!”  –Tor.com

“Brennan’s world-building is wonderfully subtle, rendering 
a familiar land alien with casual details. Fans of fantasy, 
science, and history will adore this rich and absorbing tale  
of discovery.”           –Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

Rights sold: 

France (#1-5) – L’Atalante 

Germany (#1-5) – Amigo Grafik
N. America (#1-5, A) – Tor

Poland (#1-5) – Zysk
Polish Audio (#1-5) – Storytel

Romania (#1-2) – Nemira

Russia (#1-3) – AST

Thailand (#1-3) – Tathata*** 

UK (#1-5, A) – Titan

UK Audio (#1-4) – WF Howes

A NATuRAL HISTORy OF dRAGONS  (#1)

The Memoirs of Lady Trent

Finalist—World Fantasy Award! 
2018 Hugo Award nominee for Best Series! 

“Lady Trent makes for an intrepid and pleasingly 
independent protagonist, mastering challenges both 
emotional and physical.”                –Publishers Weekly

THe VOyAGe OF THe bASILISk (#3)

“A clever, exciting, informative book, sure of its characters and its world, and 
striking out in new directions.”       –New York Journal of Books

THe TROPIC OF SeRPeNTS (#2)

IN THe LAbyRINTH OF dRAkeS (#4)

wITHIN THe SANCTuARy OF wINGS (#5)

“A thoroughly absorbing conclusion to this refreshingly different and consistently 
intriguing pentalogy.”                     –Kirkus, Starred review!

English language sales are over 140,000 copies!

TuRNING dARkNeSS INTO LIGHT (A)

Rights sold: World English (#1-2) – Tor.com

Rights sold: 

France (#1-2) – L’Atalante

Germany (#1) – Amigo Grafik

N. America (#3-4) – Tor

UK (#1-4) – Titan

World English (#1-2)– Orbit

FORTHCOmING AuGuST 2019

This companion novel to The Memoirs of Lady 
Trent is a delightful fantasy of manners and the 
perfect entry into her alternate Victorian-esque 
landscape.

“Stunningly conceived and exquisitely achieved.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!
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Rights sold: Poland (#1-2) – Fabryka World English (#1-2) – Harper Voyager 

Michael MammayScience Fiction

PLANeTSIde (#1)

“Mammay capably writes Butler’s gritty, old-school 
soldier’s voice, and the story delivers...intrigue and 
action for fans of military SF.” 

–Publishers Weekly

“[A] compelling novel about war that speaks in 
authoritative tones and should be on the reading list 
of more than just fans of grunts and guns, though it’s got plenty for them, too.” 

–SFRevu

Michael Mammay uses his army background 
to craft this murder mystery in space that will 
appeal to fans of Robert A. Heinlein’s Starship 
Troopers and John Scalzi’s Old Man’s War.

“An extraordinary thriller—immersive, involving, suspenseful and 
intriguing, with a main character you’ll love. Think you know Charlaine 

Harris? Think again!” 

 –Lee Child, #1 NYT bestselling author of the Jack Reacher novels

more Harris on pages 49 & 50

The Planetside Series

Winner—2018 Earphones Award from AudioFile

A bestseller on Audible’s Military Sci-Fi List

#1 Locus paperback bestseller

One of Library Journal’s Best Sci-Fi/Fantasy Books of 2018

SPACeSIde (#2) FORTHCOmING AuGuST 2019

Gunnie Rose Series
AN eASy deATH (#1) 

In this compulsively readable alternate history, 
magic abounds but very few people trust it, 
especially not Lizbeth Rose, a gunslinger hired 
to help two Russian wizards find an elusive 
target in order to help save their Tsar’s life.

Charlaine Harris Thriller

“In this fast-paced thriller fueled by magic and 
gunslinging, no one can be trusted. Harris’s vividly 
detailed story will leave readers enthralled with the 
fascinating setting and a heroine who’s sure to be a new 
fan favorite.” 

–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

TIME’s 10 Best Fantasy Books of 2018 
Publishers Weekly’s Most Anticipated Books of Fall 2018 

Barnes & Noble’s Favorite Sci-Fi and Fantasy Books of 2018

Rights sold: 

Film/TV (#1-3) – Anonymous Content

Germany (#1-3) – Feder & Schwert

N. America (#1-3) – Saga

N. American  Audio (#1-3) – Recorded

World English Audio (#1-3) – Cutting Corp.

UK (#1-3) – Piatkus

A LONGeR FALL (#2) FORTHCOmING OCTObeR 2019

USA Today bestseller!

“Harris’ many fans will surely follow Gunnie Rose anywhere.” 

–Kirkus

“Harris has a remarkable talent for world building…this looks like another winning 
series from a sure-bet author.” 

–Booklist

“Alluringly gritty.” 

–TIME

“It’s a thrill ride through a world transformed by magic and altered politics, with an 
excellent kick-ass guide in Gunnie Rose, making this a strong start to a new series.” 

–Locus

“A tough, authentic-feeling story that starts out fast and  
accelerates from there.”  

–Jack Campbell, NYT bestselling author of the Lost Fleet series

“PLANETSIDE blends the finest in military science fiction tradition with 

humanity, personal perspective, and a compelling plot infused with mystery.” 

–Washington Review of Books

“PLANETSIDE comes into its own during skirmishes and chases and Mammay’s 
writing is crisp and moves well. It’s a picture he obviously feels confident painting. If 
you’re a fan of military science fiction, this one won’t let you down.” 

–Scientific Inquirer

“[PLANETSIDE] has something valuable to say about our society, the path we’re 
currently treading, and what outcomes might result.” 

–Lightspeed Magazine
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Suzanne Palmer Science Fiction

FINdeR (#1)

Rights sold: World English (#1-3) – DAW World English Audio (#1-3) – Blackstone

From an Asimov-, Analog-, and Hugo 
Award-winning author comes an action-
packed sci-fi caper starring Fergus 
Ferguson, interstellar repo man and 
professional finder.

Fergus Series
Daniel José OlderLiterary Fiction

THe bOOk OF LOST SAINTS

Captured and imprisoned in the Cuban revolution, 
Marisol emerges in present day New Jersey as a spirit, 
watching over her nephew Ramon, a DJ with a growing 
underground following who moonlights as a hospital 
security guard. She slowly begins to communicate 
with him in dreams, gathering shattered pieces of her 
troubled adolescence and sharing them with Ramon. 

As Ramon begins to uncover uncomfortable family 
history, he has to contend with local right-wing politico/gangster Enrique, who 
bullies him into DJing his fundraisers. After an outbreak of violence, Ramon 
takes off to Cuba for answers, learning about each of the lost saints that helped 
Marisol survive her time in prison. He unexpectedly discovers that she made it 
to New Jersey, fell in with local radicals, and may not be lost to history after all.

Rights sold: N. America – Imprint/Macmillan       N. American Audio – Imprint/Macmillan

This New York Times bestselling YA author 
makes his literary fiction debut with a work 
that is both uplifting and haunting, a Cuban 
cousin to Mario Vargas Llosa’s The Feast of 
the Goat.

FORTHCOmING APRIL 2019

bOOkS #2-3 uNdeR CONTRACT FORTHCOmING NOVembeR 2019

Suzanne’s novella THE SECRET LIFE OF BOTS 
won the 2018 Hugo Award!

Daniel is an International Latino Book Award-winner 
whose works have been shortlisted for the Kirkus Prize, the 

Andre Norton, Locus, and Mythopoeic awards.

Also from Daniel José Older:

Dactyl Hill Squad Series

The Shadowshaper Cypher

Bone Street Rumba Series

“High energy.” 

–School Library Journal, Starred review!

“Warm, strong, vernacular, dynamic—a must.” 

–Kirkus, Starred review!

“Vividly realized.” 

–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

Suzanne’s short fiction:

Winner—Asimov’s Readers’ Award

Winner—Analog AnLab Award

Finalist—Theodore Sturgeon Memorial Award

Finalist—Eugie Foster Memorial Award

Fergus Ferguson has been called a lot of names: 
thief, con artist, repo man. He prefers the term 
finder. His latest job should be simple: find 
the spacecraft Venetia’s Sword and steal it back 
from Arum Gilger, ex-nobleman turned power-
hungry trade boss. He’ll slip in, decode the ship’s 
compromised AI security, and get out of town, 
Sword in hand. Fergus locates both Gilger and the ship in the farthest corner of 
human-inhabited space, a deep space colony called Cernee. But Fergus’ arrival 
at the colony is anything but simple. A cable car explosion launches Cernee into 
civil war, and Fergus must ally with Gilger’s enemies. What was supposed to be a 
routine job evolves into negotiating a power struggle between factions. Even worse, 
Fergus has become increasingly—and inconveniently—invested in the lives of 
the locals. It doesn’t help that a dangerous alien species Fergus thought mythical 
proves real, and their ominous triangle ships keep following him around. Foolhardy. 
Eccentric. Reckless. Whatever he’s called, Fergus will need all the help he can get 
to take back the Sword and maybe save Cernee from destruction in the process.
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“...a smart, absorbing trip through some maybe-not-so-
imaginary back alleys and secret rooms in the company of a 
protagonist who is smart enough to know that it’s not very 
smart to mess with Big Brother.” 
–Locus

“Williams’ dialogue is razor-sharp, his plotting breakneck, 
his eye for trends keen and his empathy with his characters 
deep.” 
–Sci-Fi Wire

Walter Jon Williams

The Dagmar Shaw Trilogy

The Dread Empire Falls Series
THe PRAXIS (#1), THe SuNdeRING 
(#2), CONVeNTIONS OF wAR (#3), THe 

ACCIdeNTAL wAR (#4)

“If you like military SF you’ll like it. And if you don’t like 
military SF you might well like it anyway because it’s funny 
and clever.” 
–Tor.com 

“There is a bit of something for anyone in this series—
space battles, romance, social commentary, adventure, 
even a touch of a murder-mystery in the third book…and 
of course, Williams’ dry humor. I enjoyed this series very 
much. Big thumbs up.” 
–The Templeton Gate

“A breathless, unpredictable, effortlessly charming adventure 
that grips like a vice and isn’t afraid to throw some 
surprising comedy into the mix. One of the most 
shamelessly entertaining SF epics in recent memory.” 
–SFX

“Williams is one of the field’s greats.” 
–SFRevu

Science Fiction

THIS IS NOT A GAme (#1), deeP STATe (#2), 

THe FOuRTH wALL (#3)

bOOkS #5-6 uNdeR CONTRACT

Rights sold: 
Poland (#1-6) – MAG

World English (#1-6) – Harper
World English Audio (#1-3) – Audible

Rights sold: France – L’Atalante
Germany – DuMont***
Israel – Sial

N. American Audio (#1-3) – Recorded
Turkey – Pegasus
World English (#1-3) – Orbit

Quillifer is a vibrant and youthful protagonist 
who finds himself embroiled in war after 
marauders devastate his village. With court 
intrigue, battles, and romance aplenty, this 
bildungsroman features epic worldbuilding, 
and breaks from the grimdark trend with its 
celebration of the lighter side of life. 

Walter Jon WilliamsFantasy

Quillifer Trilogy
QuILLIFeR (#1)

“Williams, known for a long catalogue of Nebula 
Award-nominated science fiction, dives headlong 
into epic fantasy with high-spirited gusto…The 
colorful friends and enemies Quillifer meets along 
his way enter and leave his life like guests at a party rather than tools in a save-the-
world quest. And at the center of it all is Williams’ wonderful protagonist—a flawed 
man, learning to live with his faults in a world destined to reinforce them.” 
–BookPage

“In this sprawling, lively episodic adventure, Williams (Angel Station) returns to his 
swashbuckling historical fantasy roots while exploring new territory.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Walter Jon Williams is one of those genre writers whose talents and ambitions are 
too large to be contained by any single mode of fantastika…His latest book does 
not fail to carry out this hopscotch pattern of literary jackdawism, nor does it fail 
to roundly entertain and amaze. In QUILLIFER, Williams has presented us with a 
picaresque novel in the grand tradition of Fielding’s Tom Jones, big as life and three 
times as amazing and affecting.” 
–Locus

“This is a light but not lightweight fantasy adventure told in an irresistible narrative 
voice, inhabiting a world you’ll want to spend as much time in as possible.” 

–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

“[T]he moment QUILLIFER arrived, I knew it was the most significant release of 
the current crop, by a pretty good margin.” 
–Black Gate

Rights sold: 

Poland (#1-3) – MAG

World English (#1-3) – Saga

World English Audio (#1-3) – Audible

QuILLIFeR THe kNIGHT (#2) FORTHCOmING OCTObeR 2019 

bOOk #3 uNdeR CONTRACT

•	New York Times bestselling author

•	 Nebula Award-winner

•	 Hugo and Philip K. Dick Award nominee
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Peter V. Brett

Film rights to The Demon Cycle—Sold!

J. Mackye Gruber & Georgia Gwynne Gruber of Darklight 
Entertainment (The Butterfly Effect) are writing the screenplay.

Fantasy

meSSeNGeR’S LeGACy (C)

The Demon Cycle Novellas

Rights sold:
Chinese, complex (A, B, C) – Gaea
Croatia (A, B) – Hangar 7
Czech Rep. (A, B, C) – Triton
Film/TV (A, B, C, D) – 
  New Harlem Partnership
France (A, B) – Bragelonne
Germany (A, B, C, D) – Heyne
Hungary (A, B) – Könyvmolyképző

N. America (A, B, C) – Subterranean
N. America (A, B, C) – Tachyon
N. American Audio (A, B, C) – Recorded
Poland (A, B, C, D) – Fabryka Slow
Portugal (A, B, C) – Gailivro
Russia (A, B, C) – Azbooka
UK (A, B, C) – Harper Voyager
World English (D) – Harper Voyager
World English Audio (A, B, C, D) – Graphic

THe GReAT bAzAAR (A)

bRAyAN’S GOLd (b)

“Should delight all fans of epic fantasy. Brett’s prose is 
nimble and accessible and he leaves the reader wanting 
to know more.” 
–Sacramento Book Review

“BRAYAN’S GOLD is a highly enjoyable episode in 
Brett’s greater tale that will be enjoyed by his existing 
fans and could serve to draw in new readers…Strong 
recommendation.” 
–SFFWorld

“Friendship, love, bravery and survival against the odds are key themes in all of 
Peter’s work and you will find them weaved artistically within this novella—a 
wonderful addition to The Demon Cycle canon.”  
–Fantasy Faction

“Anyone who’s already a fan of the Demon Cycle is sure 
to enjoy MESSENGER’S LEGACY. Brett has created a 
fascinating demon-infested world…I enjoyed spending time 
with these characters and look forward to seeing more of 
them.” 
–Fantasy Literature

THe wARded mAN (#1)

THe deSeRT SPeAR (#2)

The remarkable global success of The Demon Cycle

Rights sold:
Brazil (#1-3) – Darkside Books
Bulgaria (#1-4) – Colibri
Chinese, complex (#1-5) – Gaea 
Chinese, simplified (#1-4) – Chongqing 
Croatia (#1) – Hangar 7
Czech Rep. (#1-5) – Triton
Denmark (#1-3) – Dreamlitt
Estonia (#1-5) – Varrak
Film (#1-5) – New Harlem Partnership
France (#1-5) – Bragelonne
Germany (#1-5) – Heyne
German Audio (#1-4) – Audible Germany
Greece (#1) – Fantastikos Kosmos
Hungary (#1-5) – Könyvmolyképző
Indonesia (#1) – Matahati***

Italy (#1-2) – Mondadori
Japan (#1) – Hayakawa***
Korea (#1) – Seoul Cultural***
Netherlands (#1) – Mynx***
N. America (#1-5) – Del Rey
N. American Audio (#1-5) – Recorded
Poland (#1-5) – Fabryka Slow
Portugal (#1-5) – Gailivro
Romania (#1-3) – Nemira
Russia (#1-5) – Azbooka
Serbia (#1-5) – Laguna
Spain (#1-3) – Minotauro***
Turkey (#1-5) – Epsilon
UK (#1-6) – Harper Voyager
World English Audio (#1-5) – Graphic

“Brett ably blends fantasy and horror in this 
arresting first novel.” 
–Library Journal

Over 3 million Demon Cycle 
novels sold worldwide!

THe dAyLIGHT wAR (#3)

THe SkuLL THRONe (#4)

“Well-drawn characters, fascinating world-building, 
action and conflict make for an exciting page-turner.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“One of the Best Fantasy Novels of 2013.” –Fantasy Faction

#13 New York Times bestseller!
#4 Der Spiegel bestseller for 5 weeks!
#3 Sunday Times bestseller!

Peter V. BrettFantasy

“Brett’s heroic fantasy Demon Cycle series is a big 
hit with fans and this latest installment will be no 
different.” –Kirkus

#35 New York Times hardcover bestseller!
#16 Der Spiegel bestseller!
#9 Sunday Times hardcover bestseller!

#19 New York Times bestseller!
#5 Der Spiegel bestseller for 2 months!
#3 Sunday Times hardcover bestseller!

THe CORe (#5)
#7 Sunday Times bestseller!
#1 Der Spiegel  bestseller! 
#1 Börsenblatt’s bestseller!
“[A] conclusion that retains the high standards of 
the previous books.” –Fantasy Literature

bARReN (d)
“Readers will be drawn into the hearts and minds of his 
characters and deeply moved by the themes of acceptance and 
community.” 
–Publishers Weekly

I Am Olive trilogy 
forthcoming!

North America—Del Rey

UK—Harper Voyager  UK

Foreign rights sold in 
Germany & Poland

Advances in the 
seven figures!
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“The book is amusing and action-packed from page one; Isaac is sure to be an 
instant fan favorite, and the secondary characters are vivid and multidimensional.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“[A] lot of fun and the perfect wish fulfillment fantasy for many fans.” 
–Denver Post

LIbRIOmANCeR (#1)

The Magic Ex Libris Series

COdeX bORN (#2)

“Bibliophiles and fantasy enthusiasts will enjoy the author’s intelligent approach to 
both magic and literature.” 
–Library Journal

“Hines supplies everything a reader needs—werewolves, ghosts, robot insects, a fire 
spider that eats candy, and homages to classic SF—for a very good time.” 
–Publishers Weekly

An SFF World 
Best Fantasy/
Horror Book

uNbOuNd (#3)
“The mixture of magic and modern day is appealing and the story moves readers 
along at a brisk pace.” 
–Kirkus

“There is power when fantasy decides to play into the themes of science fiction and 
own the possibilities of change and development ‘in real time.’ UNBOUND taps 
into that, and I give Hines enormous credit for it…The joys of the first two novels 
of the possibilities of Libriomancy are transformed and changed here into something 
very different, and in many ways, greater.” 
–SF Signal

Rights sold: 

France (#1-3) – L’Atalante

Germany (#1-2) – Bastei Lübbe

Italy (#1) – Laponga 

Latin America (#1-4) – El Ateneo

World English (#1-4) – DAW Books
World English Audio (#1-4) – DAW Books

“Having taken a bit of a break from the humor he is known for, Hines explores 
cultural and political concerns in a thoughtful manner, leaving the reader with more 
food for thought than perhaps one might expect.”
–RT Book Reviews 

ReVISIONARy (#4)

Jim C. Hines Fantasy

Rights sold: N. American Audio (#1-3) – Tantor  World English (#1-3) – DAW

Jim C. HinesScience Fiction

The Janitors of the Post-Apocalypse Series
TeRmINAL ALLIANCe (#1)

“Hines delivers a fantastic space opera that doesn’t 
skimp on the action and excitement but pairs it 
with a hefty dose of slightly scatological humor. The 
author is especially clever in having Mops and her 
team leverage cleaning tools and a knowledge of 
spaceship plumbing to fight their enemies.” 
–Library Journal, Starred review!

In this hilarious sci-fi series, a group of 
unlikely heroes may just save the galaxy: 
a crew of space janitors.

TeRmINAL PeACe (#3) uNdeR CONTRACT

TeRmINAL uPRISING (#2)

“Subtle absurdist humor permeates the narrative, 
derived from faulty translations, cultural references 
without context, and unconventional solutions to problems. Clever characterization 
and action-packed moments round out this thoroughly satisfying outing.”
–Publishers Weekly

“[A] lively start to what promises to be a highly entertaining series.”  
–Locus

“Hines breathes life into a stunning number of otherworldly beings, but his skills 
with the human characters really shines here, particularly his resolute and quick-
thinking heroine, whose no-nonsense determination 
brings out the best in both her crew and her opponents, 
ensuring the future of this series will surely be bright.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“I found the mix of wordplay, tech goofing, and poop 
jokes in TERMINAL ALLIANCE quite winsome. This 
is a very funny book, but it also has heart, and that slow 
emotional burn makes all the difference.” 
–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

“[A] really fun read. Mops is a great POV character, and I enjoyed that the 
maintenance crew got to be the heroes–but they didn’t just pick up the 

controls of the ship and fly as though it were super easy.”  
–Ann Leckie, NYT bestselling author of the Ancillary World series
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UCP and John Carpenter are developing a pilot for 
the Nightside series, with “Scream” TV series co-
creator Jill Blotevogel attached to write the script!

Rights sold:

Chinese, complex (#1-12) – Gaea

Chinese, simplified (#1-12) – Yilan
Czech Rep. (#1-13, A) – Polaris***

France (#1-3) – Bragelonne

Film/TV – UCP

Germany (#1-13) – Feder & Schwert

Italy (#1-3) – Fanucci***

N. America (#1-13, A) – Ace/Penguin

Poland (#1-3) – Fabryka Slow***
Romania (#1-3) – Vremea***

Russia (#1-4) – EKSMO***

Spain (#1) – La Factoria***

UK (#1-12) – Quercus

World English Audio (#1-13, A) – Audible

The Nightside Series

1. SOmeTHING FROm THe NIGHTSIde

2. AGeNTS OF LIGHT ANd dARkNeSS

3. NIGHTINGALe’S LAmeNT

4. HeX ANd THe CITy 

5. PATHS NOT TAkeN

6. SHARPeR THAN A SeRPeNT’S TOOTH

7. HeLL TO PAy

8. THe uNNATuRAL INQuIReR

9. JuST ANOTHeR JudGmeNT dAy

10. THe GOOd, THe bAd, ANd THe  uNCANNy

11.  A HARd dAy’S kNIGHT 

12.  THe bRIde wORe bLACk LeATHeR

13. TALeS FROm THe NIGHTSIde 

 A.    N IGHT FALL

“Enjoyably edgy…a dryly humorous, darkly quirky 
vacation from mundane reality.” 
–Kirkus

“Strong characterization of a complicated hero is one of 
the qualities that makes Green’s series effective. With dark 
humor and psychological horror he rivals urban horror writers such as Jim Butcher 
and Christopher Golden. Laurell Hamilton fans should enjoy this series as well.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“The ripping, suspenseful and wry tenth tale in the Nightside series proves every bit 
the equal of Jim Butcher’s better known Harry Dresden books…Longtime fans and 
first timers alike will applaud Green’s blend of fantasy, mystery, and humor.” 
–Publishers Weekly

Simon R. Green’s books have 
sold over 3.6 million copies worldwide!

“We get the impression here that we’re only glimpsing the 
surface of this new world, and before we’ve finished this one, 
we’re already looking forward to the next in the series.” 
–Booklist

“A new book from Green is always a treat for SF and urban 
fantasy fans…His first foray into more traditional crime 
fiction (albeit with an otherworldy flavor) will delight 
mystery readers.” 
–Library Journal

Simon R. GreenMystery

Rights sold:
Germany (#1-3) – Feder & Schwert
World English (#1-8) – Severn

World English Audio (#1-3) – Tantor
World English Dramatic Audio (#1-8) – 
Graphic Audio

The Ishmael Jones Mysteries
THe dARk SIde OF THe ROAd (#1)

VeRy ImPORTANT CORPSeS (#3) 

deAd mAN wALkING (#2)

A country house murder mystery with a 
supernatural twist.

“Ishmael is a wonderful character, an extraterrestrial living 
among humans, and the series (this is the third installment) is 
a clever mixture of thriller and SF-horror genres. Green is best 
known for the Deathstalker space operas, but give this one a 
few more installments to develop, and it could well become 
Green’s masterwork.” 
–Booklist, Starred Review!

deATH SHALL COme (#4) 
“Entertaining…Green once again smoothly blends science 
fiction with classic detection.”  
–Publishers Weekly

INTO THe THINNeST OF AIR (#5)
“Think Scooby Doo starring a superpowered alien in human 
skin.” 
–Kirkus

Simon R. Green Fantasy

The pre-eminent urban fantasy series perfect for 
fans of Jim Butcher’s Dresden Files.

muRdeR IN THe dARk (#6)
“Green follows up Into the Thinnest of Air with this latest 
blend of SF, mystery, and horror that features the author’s 
trademark black humor and ratchets up the suspense with a compelling story line 
reminiscent of Agatha Christie’s And Then There Were None.” 
–Library Journal

TIL SuddeN deATH dO uS PART (#7) FORTHCOmING 2019

NIGHT TRAIN TO muRdeR (#8) uNdeR CONTRACT

NIGHT FALL, a crossover and final installment of the Nightside and 
Secret Histories series, was one of Kirkus’ Best Fiction of 2018! 

more Green on page 66
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THe PAGAN NIGHT (#1)

The Hallowed War Series
Akers has created a world of mad gods, 
inquisitor-priests, and holy knights bound 
to kill broken spirits. Among all this are 
noble houses fighting their own battles of 
politics, prejudice and power.

Rights sold: 

Germany (#1-3) – Bastei Lübbe

World English (#1-3) – Titan

World English Audio (#1-3) – Recorded

THe IRON HOuNd (#2)
“Akers’ world is far more developed than many—with 
intriguing conflicts forming the heart of this deep and vivid 
world. These conflicts lead to action—and it’s here where 
Akers truly excels, writing scenes that are exciting and action 
packed.”
–The Book Bag

Tim Akers Fantasy

Rights sold: N. America – Thomas Dunne

A sweeping romantic fantasy set during a 
reimagined Belle Époque, as a love triangle 
consumes two telekenetics. 

THe beAuTIFuL ONeS

World rights to Silvia’s next project, Gods of Jade and Shadow, sold at 
auction in a two-book deal in the high five figures to Del Rey. 

“Moreno-Garcia fills her fantastic novel of manners 
with sumptuous language…Readers who enjoyed 
Mary Robinette Kowal’s Glamourist Histories magical 
Regency series will be particularly enthralled by 
the genuine emotions evoked in the course of the 
unsustainable love triangle.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“THE BEAUTIFUL ONES completely won me 
over. If you love mannered, suspenseful, lushly 
written historical romances, pick this up.” 
–Fantasy Literature

THe wINTeR VOw (#3)

CeRTAIN dARk THINGS

Rights sold: Film – Filmula*** N. America – Thomas Dunne

SIGNAL TO NOISe

“One of Silvia Moreno-Garcia’s great achievements in 
CERTAIN DARK THINGS is her representation of 
Mexico City as a real place…The whole is a beautifully 
balanced portrait of imperfect people making terrible 
choices and gritting their teeth magnificently through the 
consequences.” 
–National Public Radio

“The book is this rich, elaborate 
symphony of awesome that defies 
simple definitions…This book 
destroyed me into little pieces and 
then the last page put it all back 
together in the best possible way.” 
–Kirkus

Finalist—Locus Award
Longlisted  —Sunburst Award

Winner—Copper Cylinder Award

Finalist—the Locus, RT Reviewer’s 
Choice for Best Fantasy, British 

Fantasy, and Aurora awards

Selected for 20+ “Best of” lists!

Silvia Moreno-GarciaFantasy

The third volume in this powerful epic fantasy in 
the tradition of Robin Hobb and Peter V. Brett.

“Full of strong world building, cinematic and 
frequent battle scenes, high adventure, great 
characters, suspense, and dramatic plot shifts, this is 
an engaging, fast-paced entry in a popular subgenre.” 
–Booklist, Starred review!

“Among the epic fantasies entering the genre, this 
one is set to be a standout of the year. A tale of 
religious conflicts and cleverly drafted characters, a must for all epic fantasy fans.” 
–Starburst Magazine

“This masterful fantasy novel provides plenty of action and magic set in a world 
where the continued existence of the old gods and those who worship them 
threaten the new religion…Excellent writing keeps the pages turning.” 
–SFRevu

“THE PAGAN NIGHT is an epic fantasy story with action, intrigue and a good 
story, and that’s what you want in a fantasy novel of this type. Recommended.” 
–Farsight Blogger

“It’s great to see someone is still writing good traditional swords and sorcery, with 
as much attention paid to the magic as the action. It moves at a fast pace, the 
characters are real enough to make the unreal more credible, and the whole thing is 
just an excellent page-turner.”  
–Simon R. Green, New York Times bestselling author of the Nightside series

Rights sold: 

World English – Solaris

 

World English Audio – Audible
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Scott Meyer Science Fiction

RuN PROGRAm
An A.I. with the emotional intelligence of a  
six-year-old goes rogue and takes over the world’s 
internet-connected computer systems.

Rights sold: World English – 47North   World English Audio – 47North

“I very much enjoyed the many humorous references, puns, 
and all-around wittiness of the book. Many times, I found 
myself laughing out loud while listening.” 
–Audio Book Reviewer

Magic 2.0 Series
OFF TO be THe wIzARd (#1)

SPeLL OR HIGH wATeR (#2)

AN uNweLCOme QueST (#3)

“Scott Meyer does for fantasy geeks what Ernest Cline 
did for gaming geeks.” 
–SFF Audio

“...another great entry in this series.” 
–SFF Audio

Rights sold: 

Film/TV – Amazon TV

World English & Germany (#1-3) – 47North

World English Audio (#4-6) – Audible

FIGHT ANd FLIGHT (#4)

“[The Magic 2.0 series] is an absolute staple in my fiction/fantasy readings, and I’ve 
recommended it to anybody I talk to.” 
–James Bryant Blog

Dan MorenScience Fiction

Galactic Cold War Series

THe CALedONIAN GAmbIT (A)

Rights sold: 

Czech Rep. – Triton

World English – Talos

World English Audio – Tantor

“The action scenes, both on the ground and in space, 
show a focus on thoughtful planning and careful 
pacing. The characterization delves just enough into 
emotionality to give the characters realism without 
moving the focus away from fights, intrigue, and 
spycraft.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“This debut novel is a brisk and fun adventure with 
spies, family drama, and space battles, carried off with 
a light touch and an old-school style that’s entirely 
welcome in the frequently grimdark world of modern 
genre fiction, and a main character you won’t soon 
forget.” 
–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

OuT OF SPITe, OuT OF mINd (#5)
“If you’ve listened to the series thus far, definitely listen to this book.” 
–Sipping From The Brewing Pot

THe VeXed GeNeRATION (#6) uNdeR CONTRACT

THe bAyeRN AGeNdA (#1)

Rights sold:

World English (#1-2) – Angry Robot World English Audio (#1-2) – Audible

THe ALePH eXTRACTION (#2) uNdeR CONTRACT

“Moren revisits the world and key characters from The 
Caledonian Gambit in the bombastic Galactic Cold 
War series launch, telling a frenzied story full of bold 
spycraft and exciting ground and air chases.”  
–Publishers Weekly

“THE BAYERN AGENDA is exactly the dose of 
intergalactic espionage you need. Action, humor, and 
pathos, wrapped up in a plot that Le Carre would be 
proud of...Moren is one to watch.”  
–Eric Scott Fischl, author of Dr. Potter’s Medicine Show 

“An action-packed thriller with a new twist in every chapter—the kind of book you 
don’t want to put down. THE BAYERN AGENDA reads like Mission Impossible 
set in space. Filled with well-rounded characters and an incredibly rich backstory, 
Moren brings his vision of a cold war galaxy to brilliant life.”  
–Michael Mammay, author of Planetside

A throwback to the classic sci-fi adventures 
of spies and off-world politics, but filled to 
the brim with modern sensibilities.

“AN UNWELCOME QUEST is...full of action and entertainment, and has some 
proper laugh-out-loud moments…I can completely and utterly recommend these 
books. Great stuff.” 
–SFFWorld

Martin Banks is a normal guy who has 
made an abnormal discovery: reality is just a 
computer program—and he can hack it. 

Over 200,000 copies sold!
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“Hair-raising escapes, flashy sword 
fights, and faithful friendship 
complete the formula for good 
old-fashioned escapist fun.” 
–Publishers Weekly 

“This epic fantasy showcases the 
arrival of a master storyteller.” 
–Library Journal

“In the space of two years, Michael Sullivan has moved from a small press debut 
author…to a ‘name’ in the fantasy field.” 
–Fantasy Book Critic

Michael J. Sullivan Fantasy

The Riyria Chronicles

The Riyria 
Revelations

Rights sold: Brazil (#1-6) – Record

Bulgaria (#1-6) – MBG Books***
Czech Rep. (#1-6) – Argo***

France (#1-6) – Bragelonne

Georgia (#1-2) – Palitra L.

Hungary (#1-6) – Fumax

Italy (#1-4) – Armenia

Japan (#1-2) – Hayakawa***

Netherlands (#1-6) – Luitingh-Sijthoff***

Poland (#1-6) – Proszynski***
Polish Audio (#1-6) – Storytel

Russia (#1-3) – AST***

Spain (#1-6) – Scyla Editores***

Turkey (#1-6) – Beyaz Balina
World English (#1-6) – Orbit

World English Audio (#1-6) – Graphic

Rights sold: 

Germany (#1-4) –  

         Klett Cotta

Hungary (#1) – Fumax

N. American Audio (#1-3) –  

          Recorded

Poland (#1-4) – MAG

Pol. Audio (#1-4) – Storytel

Russia (#1-4) – AST

Turkey (#1-3) – Beyaz Balina
World English (#1-3) – Orbit

“Riyria fans will appreciate this look into 
their heroes’ history.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“A fast-paced and entertaining continuation 
of the Riyria Chronicles, THE DEATH 
OF DULGATH continues to explore the 
Medieval world Michael J. Sullivan created 
in Theft Of Swords with a rousing tale of 
assassins, murder, betrayal and intrigue.” 
–Buzzfeed, “The 32 Best Fantasy Books 
of 2015”

“It’s fast-paced, at times funny, at times violent…Add to that Sullivan’s absolute 
mastery of the writing craft (there are some lines which are so brilliantly phrased 
that it leaves me at once astonished and laughing out loud) and volume one of the 
Riyria Chonicles is an absolute must for anyone who reads fantasy.” 
–Fantasy Book Review

Over 700,000 in English language sales for Riyria!

Theft of Swords (#1-2) Rise of Empire (#3-4) Heir of Novron (#5-6)

Michael J. SullivanFantasy

AGe OF myTH (#1)

The Legends of the First Empire

Rights sold: 

Germany (#1-5) – Droemer Knaur

Latin America (#1) – Panamericana

N. America (#1-3) – Del Rey

Poland (#1-5) – MAG

Russia (#1-4) – AST

Turkey (#1) – Ithaki
World English Audio (#1-3) – Cutting

“Sullivan’s world is richly detailed.”  
–Kirkus

“Sullivan brings his masterful world-building and agile 
imagination to bear on a host of interesting characters 
and a story that feels new and vibrant.” 
–B&N Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog 

“...one of fantasy’s finest next-generation storytellers continues to break new 
ground.”  
–Rising Shadow 

From the acclaimed author of the Riyria 
Chronicles comes a new set of standalone 
adventures in the same universe, set three 
thousand years in the past.

AGe OF SwORdS (#2)
“AGE OF SWORDS is compelling reading. Several characters develop in 
intriguing ways, rising to the occasion when trouble comes…It left me—and, I 
think it’s safe to predict, will leave most readers—anxious for Age of War, the next 
novel in this series.”  
–Fantasy Literature

“The unusual technological level and prevalence of 
thoughtful women as leading characters set this apart 
from other fantasies.”    
–Publishers Weekly

“This sequel is a powerful, emotional tale that truly 
makes you feel like you’re going on an adventure with 
unforgettable characters. Furthermore, if you’re looking 
for a fantasy epic with strong, unconventional female 
characters, THIS is the book you’ve been waiting for.”   
–Amy Braun, author of Obsidian Sky

AGe OF wAR (#3)
“In this powerful third book (after Age of Swords) of a projected six-book 
series, Sullivan continues providing excellent worldbuilding and character 
development…Sullivan’s fans will be delighted.”    
–Publishers Weekly

AGe OF LeGeNd (#4) FORTHCOmING 
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Del Howison Mystery

A dark fantasy perfect for fans of Brent Weeks.

Rights sold: World English, Germany, World English Audio (#1-2) – 47North

On the Bones of Gods
eNemy (#1), OuTLAw (#2), ALLy (#3)

K. Eason’s stunning fantasy debut ENEMY 
hit #1 on Amazon.com among the fantasy 
bestsellers. Two months later, it sold 5,000 
copies, and readers clamored for book two. 
In its first month on sale, OUTLAW sold 

nearly 3,000 copies.

Rights sold: N. America (#1-2) – DAW          World English Audio (#1-2) – Tantor

THe SuRVIVAL OF  

mARGAReT THOmAS 

FORTHCOmING OCTObeR 2019

HOw RORy THORNe deSTROyed 

THe muLTIVeRSe (#1)

Star Wars meets The Princess Bride in this new 
space opera duology. Eason weaves a refreshing 
tale of resistance and self-determination, showing 
how, with enough small acts of rebellion, a 
princess can save herself, topple a government, 
and change the course of history. 

The Thorne Chronicles

The Princess Rory Thorne—blessed by fairies, eldest 
daughter, amateur arithmancer—always imagined she’d 
inherit her father’s throne and govern the interplanetary 
Thorne Consortium. Then her father is assassinated, her 
mother gives birth to a son, and Rory is betrothed to Prince Ivar of the Tadeshi 
Free Worlds as a peace-offering. But when she arrives on the Tadeshi capital space 
station, she discovers that Vernor Moss, Minister of Energy in the Tadeshi Free 
Worlds, has hatched a treacherous plot to unseat Ivar and usurp his throne.

But the Regent wasn’t counting on Rory Thorne, a princess with thirteen 
fairy blessings (the most important of which is take no nonsense) and the 
protection and advice of a powerful arithmancer and a mecha bodyguard. 
Rory plans to outmaneuver the Regent to rescue the Prince. But her trusted 
bodyguard and arithmancer are suddenly nowhere to be found, so Rory must 
stand on her own, with the help of a very unlikely ally—the Regent’s son.

K. EasonScience Fiction

Del Howsion is the proprietor of the world-
famous Dark Delicacies bookstore and 
horror emporium in Burbank, CA, and 
co-editor of the Bram Stoker Award-winning 
anthology series of the same name.
1870s–Missouri, U.S.A: Margaret Thomas and her 
husband, James, lead a simple and peaceful life; she 
tends to the farm while he works as sheriff in the nearby town of Bleak Knob. Their 
evenings are spent doing the thing they love most—being together.

One afternoon, after picking up fabric at the general store, Margaret watches 
helplessly as James is gunned down on the sidewalk in front of her. Days of mourning 
turn into weeks and then years, filled with little more than grief and alcohol.

A telegram, announcing the upcoming trial in Arizona of one of the men responsible 
for her husband’s death, rouses Margaret from her misery. Neither inexperience nor the 
prospect of a long and difficult journey will stop her from facing her husband’s killer.

Along the way, Margaret unexpectedly gains some new companions as she is 
joined by a free-spirited gypsy woman and a diminutive moonshiner. Together 
they will face the danger and violence of the Old West, but only Margaret will be 
able to answer the question that’s plagued her from the beginning: Is she seeking 
justice or revenge? Told from Margaret’s dark point-of-view and in the epic 
tradition of True Grit comes THE SURVIVAL OF MARGARET THOMAS.

“Howison doesn’t pull a single punch, and the book is stronger for it.”    
–Melissa Marr, New York Times bestselling author of the Wicked Lovely series

“[A] truly remarkable novel.”    
–Douglas Preston, New York Times bestselling author of Cold Vengeance 

“I thoroughly enjoyed the book! Such a breath of fresh air. Loved it.”    
–Josh Boone, director of The Fault in Our Stars

“Howison breathes new life into a beloved genre!”    
–Nancy Holder, New York Times bestselling author of the Wicked series

Rights sold: 

N. America – Five Star

 

World English Audio – Blackstone

Not final cover

Del’s Dark Delicacies anthologies: 
Winner—Bram Stoker Award 

Finalist—Shirley Jackson Award 
Finalist—Black Quill Award

FORTHCOmING JuLy 2019
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Jack Campbell Science Fiction

Over 3 million Jack Campbell books sold worldwide!

dAuNTLeSS (#1)

Rights sold: 

Chinese, simplified (#1-2) – SFW***
Czech Rep. (#1-6) – Fantom Print

Finland (#1-6) – Art House

France (#1-6) – L’Atalante

Germany (#1-6) – Bastei Lübbe

German Audio (#1-6) – Audible DE

Greece (#1) – Universe Pathways

Hungary (#1-4) – Gabo

Israel (#1-6) – Yaniv
Japan (#1-6) – Hayakawa***
N. America (#1-6) – Ace/Penguin

Poland (#1-6) – Fabryka Slow
Russia (#1-2) – AST***

Spain (#1-4) – La Factoria de Ideas***

UK (#1-6) – Titan

World English Audio (#1-6) – Audible

Global sales of 2.3 Million Lost Fleet books, including  
1.3 million print/ebook in US alone; 190,000 audio in US;  

and 150,000 in Japan—  
Jack Campbell is our best-selling client in Japan!

“Black Jack is an excellent character, and this series is  
the best military SF I’ve read in some time.”  

–Wired

“Exactly the type of story which attracts  
readers to military SF in the first place.”

–SF Signal

The Lost Fleet Series (The Black Jack Geary series)

COuRAGeOuS (#3)

VALIANT (#4)

VICTORIOuS (#6)

ReLeNTLeSS (#5)
FeARLeSS (#2)

•	4 weeks in Bookscan’s SF Top 10 •	Debuted at #29 on the New York Times 
Mass Market Fiction bestseller list! 

•	Debuted at #10 on the New York Times 
Mass Market Fiction bestseller list!

•	Debuted at #16 on the New York Times 
Mass Market Fiction bestseller list!

•	#11 on the Locus bestseller list

•	Hit #3 on Bookscan’s SF list and 
#39 on the overall MM fiction list 

•	#8 on Barnes & Noble’s SFF MM list
•	#5 on the Locus Bestseller list

“A fast-paced thrill ride that leaps nimbly from 
harrowing to heartbreaking to heroic.” 
–Publishers Weekly

Jack CampbellScience Fiction

Rights sold: 

Czech Rep. (BtF #1-5) – Fantom Print

France (BtF#1-5, LS #1-4) – L’Atalante

Germany (BtF #1-5, LS #1-4) – Bastei Lübbe

Japan (BtF #1-5, LS #1-3) – Hayakawa

N. American Audio (BtF #1-5, LS #1-4) –

     Audible 

Poland (BtF #1-3) – Fabryka Slow
UK (BtF #1-5, LS #1-4) – Titan

“Absorbing…neither series addicts nor newcomers will be disappointed.” 
–Kirkus

The Genesis Fleet

VANGuARd (#1)
“VANGUARD is another winner for me…It’s got that 
excellent readability that is present in all Campbell’s 
novels, and when the story is itself engrossing you just 
can’t lose. VANGUARD also has the added benefit of 
being a great place for newcomers to join…highly recommended.” 
–SFFWorld

“VANGUARD is the book Campbell’s Lost Fleet readers have been waiting for, 
whether they knew it or not.” 
–Elizabeth Moon, Nebula Award-winning author of The Speed of Dark

Rights sold: 

Czech Rep. (#1-2) – Fantom Print

France (#1-2) – L’Atalante

German (#1) – Bastei Lübbe

Japan (#1) – Hayakawa
N. America (#1-3) – Ace

UK (#1-3) – Titan

World English Audio (#1-3) – Audible

Also from Jack Campbell:

The Lost Fleet: Beyond the Frontier

The Lost Stars 

Jack Campbell returns to the world of the 
Lost Fleet novels with The Genesis Fleet. Set 
centuries before the previous books, this new 
action-packed military sci-fi series explores the 
founding of the Alliance.

ASCeNdANT (#2)
“The second installment of the Genesis Fleet…offers a great entry point for new 
readers looking for realistic military science fiction…Campbell builds compelling 
characters and surrounds them with authentic details of skirmishes in space, on the 
ground, and everywhere in between that make this adventure a page-turner of the 
first order.” 
–Booklist

TRIumPHANT (#3) FORTHCOmING mAy 2019
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Mitchell Hogan Fantasy

Sorcery Ascendant Sequence

When Caldan’s parents are brutally slain, he 
is raised by monks and taught the mysteries 
of sorcery. As a shadowed evil manipulates 
forbidden powers, Caldan is plunged into an 
age-old conflict that brings the world to the 
edge of destruction.
“Australia’s answer to Rothfuss and Sanderson, A 
CRUCIBLE OF SOULS is an absolute must read for 
old and new fans of the genre alike!” 
–Smash Dragons

Rights sold: Germany (#1-3) – Heyne

Italy (#1-2) – Fanucci

World English (#1-3) – Harper Voyager

World English & German Audio (#1-3) – 

 Audible

World Audio Rights (A) – Audible

“Full of thrilling action, moral complexity, backstabbing and 
intrigue, Hogan has built upon a world that drew him well-
earned praise and has taken it to the very edge.” 
–Marianne De Pierres, award-winning author of the 
Sentients of Orion series

“A SHATTERED EMPIRE dials up the intensity and action 
on the way to a shattering conclusion.” 
–Barnes & Noble’s Sci Fi & Fantasy Blog

The Tainted Cabal

Rights sold: World English Audio (#1, A) – Audible

A CRuCIbLe OF SOuLS (#1)

bLOOd OF INNOCeNTS(#2)

A SHATTeRed emPIRe (#3)

AT THe SIGN OF CROw ANd mOON (A)

ReVeNANT wINdS (#1)

TOweR OF THe FORGOTTeN (A)

“The real gem of the story, as is with all of Mitchell’s 
books, is the story itself. It will grip you from the first 
page and won’t let you breathe until you’ve finished the 
book.” 
–Booknest 
“In REVENANT WINDS, Hogan has created a rich 
world with a deep history to explore, full of compelling 
mysteries, conflicting religions, and unusual characters.” 
–Fantasy Book Review

“Hogan’s prose is smooth as silk, very readable and he gives the reader enough from 
his characters for you to want to carry on with them on their journey. It’s just a 
really good fantasy novella.” 
–Beavis The Book Head

“An interesting tale that gives you a glimpse into the bigger 
world and the events that take place 10 years prior to the first 
book in the series.” 
–Talons of Justice

INQuISITOR

“...a fast paced and explosive story filled with action and 
substance...[A] unique and fascinating world with powerful 
yet sympathetic characters that will grab a hold of you and 
refuse to let go. Fans of Hogan’s previous work will love 
this book, as will most science fiction fans looking for a 
cracking and action-packed story with body.” 
–Smash Dragons
“A fun and relentless read.” 
–Books by Proxy

In a world devastated by a series of cataclysms, 
where the followers of different gods vie for 
ascendancy, mankind carves out a precarious 
existence among the remnants of a desolated 
past. 

Mitchell HoganFantasy

Mitchell’s new six-book series, The Necromancer’s Key, 
along with a standalone called A GODDESS SCORNED, are 

forthcoming from Audible!

Rights sold: World Audio Rights – Audible

Mitchell Hogan is one of JABberwocky’s newest clients! An 
award-winning Australian fantasy and sci-fi writer, Mitchell 

creates rich worlds that combine magic and mystery.  
Over 180,000 copies sold! 

Winner of the 2013 Aurealis Award 
for Best Fantasy!

Science Fiction Standalone
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Jeri WestersonMystery

Booke of the Hidden Series
bOOke OF THe HIddeN  (#1)

“Readers sad about the ending of Charlaine Harris’ 
Midnight, Texas trilogy will find some consolation in 
Moody Bog.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Paranormal romance perfection…Jeri Westerson is 
flawless in this tale of adventure, mystery and saucy 
romance. The pages reverberate with passion, and absolutely no wrong can come 
from vivid characters and a hero to die for.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“Subversively clever, this book sneaks up on you, teasing you to a final twist that 
leaves you panting for the next book. Westerson creates an utterly believable history 
of witches, demons, and magic…Definitely a keeper!” 
–Kat Richardson, author of the Greywalker series

“The power of tea compels you to read this devilishly delightful Booke!” 
–Maria Alexandra, Bram Stoker Award-winning author of Snowed

Rights sold: 

World English (#1-2) – Diverson World English Audio (#1-4) – Tantor

Finalist—Romantic Times’ 

Seal of Excellence

A tale of magic, murder, and romance.

The Crispin Guest Medieval Mystery Series

Rights sold: 

France (#1-4) – Pygmalion

Italy (#1-2) – Newton Compton

N. America (#1-6) – Minotaur/St. Martin’s

Poland (#1-4) – Fabryka Slow*** 

Russia (#1-2) – AST***

World English (#7-10) – Severn

World English Audio (#1-3) – Audible

World English Audio (#4-6) – Brilliance

This Medieval noir series begins with  
VEIL OF LIES (#1) and continues through to  

SWORD OF SHADOWS (#13). 

These books have been finalists for multiple 
Macavity, Shamus, and Bruce Alexander awards.

“The prose is frequently as beautiful as the images 
it evokes…This gentle, engaging, and very personal 
coming-of-age story is mythic in its universality.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“Not unlike reading your first beloved book as a child…Durbin’s tale of childhood, 
family, truth, and bravery certainly captured a piece of [my heart].” 
–Chicago Review of Books

“Durbin’s gorgeously atmospheric novel solidly shares the fantasy and historical-
fiction genres…a delicate dance between reality and fantasy, ominous soldiers and 
late-night fairy music. Fans of John Connolly’s The Book of Lost Things will enjoy 
this bittersweet fantasy with a mystery at its core.” 
–Booklist

“A GREEN AND ANCIENT LIGHT combines beautiful writing, romance, 
war, mystery, and faery fantasy into one compelling, delightful story suitable for 
grownup or not so grownup readers alike.” 
–Champaign News-Gazette

“The same magic flows in its veins as does in those of the classic The Last Unicorn 
or, more recently, Neil Gaiman’s The Ocean at the End of the Lane…I left a piece of 
my heart with A GREEN AND ANCIENT LIGHT.” 
–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

“A charming tale that combines fantasy and history into a quiet yet suspenseful 
story about a boy’s wartime summer in a small coastal town…Fans of fantasy 
authors such as Patricia McKillip will find a rewarding read.” 
–The Missourian 

“I love this book. It left me breathless…It brings an eloquent calm to the page 
reminiscent of Bradbury.” 
–Black Gate

A GReeN ANd ANCIeNT LIGHT

Rights sold: Chinese, simplified – Odyssey  N. America – Saga

Chinese rights sold to Odyssey in a five-figure pre-empt!

One of Publishers Weekly’s  
Best Books of 2016

Finalist—Realm Award
An accessible historical fantasy from Saga 
Press that “will appeal to those who loved Neil 
Gaiman’s The Ocean at the End of the Lane 
and John Connolly’s The Book of Lost Things” 
(Library Journal).

Frederic S. Durbin Fantasy

deAdLy RISING  (#2)
“If you love fantasy with a touch of romance and mystery, great characters, and a 
great plot, don’t miss DEADLY RISING.” 
–Kings River Life Magazine

SHAdOwS IN THe mIST (#3) FORTHCOmING mAy 2019
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“Sprunk’s world is fascinating and original.”  
–Publishers Weekly

“Sheer fun, with engaging, pulse-quickening action, 
sympathetic characters and intricate intrigue…definitely a 
series to follow.” 
–Kirkus

“An interesting magic system, complicated 
political scene, and loads of action make 
this Spartacus-with-magic a fun first 
volume in a new epic fantasy series.” 
–Library Journal

“BLOOD AND IRON is a gritty fantasy 
novel that doesn’t pull any punches…
[the] adventure is fast paced and will 
hook readers from the beginning. Highly 
recommended for fans of fantasy who 
enjoy a fair share of political intrigue.” 
–Portland Book Review

bLOOd ANd IRON (#1)

Rights sold: N. America (#1-4) – Pyr  World English Audio (#1-4) – Graphic Audio

Jon Sprunk Fantasy

The Book of the Black Earth

STORm ANd STeeL (#2)

A Best Bets for Speculative Fiction 
selection by Kirkus

A Best Book of the Year So Far
selection by Amazon

A Best Fantasy Books selection by 
Fantasy Faction

“A strong second entry…a series to follow.”
–Kirkus

“High fantasy with intrigue and moral complexity…a good 
read for a fan of Roger Zelazny, George R.R. Martin, or 
anyone who likes the mystery of magic mixed with intrigue.” 
–SFRevu

“Good, old-fashioned, sword and 
sorcery tour de force; one that perfectly 
mixes a sweeping fantasy world with non-stop action.” 
–Bookwraiths

“One part Shogun and four parts amazing.” 

–Buzzfeed

bLAde ANd bONe (#3)

“Recommended for fans of sword and sorcery in a unique 
setting with a truly diverse cast.”
–SFcrowsnest

bOOk #4 uNdeR CONTRACT

Neil ClarkeAnthology

Winner—Hugo Award for Best Semiprozine 2010, 2011, 2013 
Winner—World Fantasy Special Award 2014 

Winner—Chelsey Award for Best Art Director 2016 

NOT ONe OF uS 

mORe HumAN THAN HumAN

GALACTIC emPIReS

“Collecting 21 stories from the last two decades, this 
hefty and fascinating theme anthology focuses on one of 
SF’s major issues: If aliens aren’t just bug-eyed monsters 
with no more than rape and plunder on their minds, 
what else—who else—could they be? [T]here are no 
inferior pieces here. This is a fine, thoughtful book.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!
“Readers looking for sf that explores its furthest 
possibilities and helps transform their own perception of 
the world are highly recommended to give this anthology 
a look.” 
–Booklist, Starred review!
“If you like alien sci-fi, this is the anthology to get. A 
great selection of short stories.” 
–Book Gazette

“Well-known SF authors grace this...top-notch selection 
of imaginative and thought-provoking stories.” 
–Kirkus, Starred Review!
“Emotionally compelling and intellectually engaging 
stories that challenge traditional notions of AI and how 
we might interact with it in the future.” 
–Library Journal

“This hefty anthology of imperial SF covers great 
space battles, small dramas within an empire, hopeless 
bureaucracy, and even living space stations, zooming in 
and out to capture every nuance. The diverse array of 
stories ensures that there’s plenty of interest for any fan of 
large-scale SF.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Over all this anthology is mostly hits, remarkably few 
misses. Highly recommended.” 
–New York Times Book Review

Rights sold: World English – Skyhorse   World English Audio – Skyhorse
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Faraman Prophecy Series
HALLS OF LAw (#1)

Rights sold: N. America (#1-2) – DAW N. American Audio (#1-2) – DAW

“The first book in Escalada’s Faraman Prophecy 
series introduces readers to a rich world full of 
political intrigue, powerful magic and a wealth of 
secrets just waiting to be discovered. Escalada has 
created a fascinating world, with vibrant scenery and 
intriguing social hierarchies.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“The richness of the world is reason enough to immerse yourself in this book. 
The typical historically based fantasy empire is given a makeover…The view into 
the culture of the empire’s military units, especially as they react to, fight, and 
sometimes buckle under the control of the invaders, is fascinating.” 
–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

“If you are looking for a new epic fantasy series to sink your reading teeth into, and 
where you can get in at the very beginning without having to read through a huge 
pile of doorstop-sized books, HALLS OF LAW is definitely a winner…Throwing 
more than a bit of The Handmaid’s Tale into a completely epic fantasy setting 
gives the story many of its chills, and makes the evil that our good Kerida fights 
particularly malevolent.” 
–Reading Reality

“Sometimes a book lands in your lap at exactly the right time, and HALLS OF 
LAW was precisely the kind of book I didn’t realize I needed when I opened the first 
few pages. I was drawn in by the comforting prose and 
stayed fully invested because of the characters and world. 
HALLS OF LAW is a fun, optimistic epic fantasy that 
proved a welcome change of pace from some of the more 
grimdark fantasy I’d been reading. Recommended.” 
–SFFWorld

The first installment of this new fantasy 
series introduces a matriarchal society of 
military might and magical Talents on the 
brink of destruction.

V. M. EscaladaFantasy

“MYSTIC by Jason Denzel is sure to be a hit with 
a wide variety of readers, young and old, for its 
imaginative scope and loving attention to its characters. 
Denzel weaves a quick and beautiful story that holds 
you tight until you turn the last page—with a fantastic 
final revelation that really makes you smile.” 
–Fantasy Book Review

“I enjoyed sharing the adventures with Pomella, and the twists and turns in the plot 
kept this reader on her toes…Pomella has spunk and courage, and sweet Sim is loyal 
to a fault. It’s hard not to fall into this story.” 
–RT Book Reviews, 4/4.5 Stars!

mySTIC (#1)

mySTIC SkIeS (#3) uNdeR CONTRACT TO TOR

“It’s the sort of fantasy that should appeal to new readers, with just enough 
interesting twists, particularly at the very end, that make this promising first novel 
well worth checking out for regular fantasy readers as well.” 
–Locus 

“Strong worldbuilding and descriptions…This fantasy 
adventure is clearly inspired by the classics but still finds 
something new to say.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“MYSTIC is one of the most charming fantasy debuts I’ve 
read this year…If you’re looking for compelling characters 
and a gorgeously crafted fantasy world, then MYSTIC will 
definitely appeal.” 
–The Bibliosanctum

The Mystic Trilogy

A #7 Locus bestseller!

Creator of Dragonmount.com, the premier fan site dedicated to Robert 
Jordan and Brandon Sanderson’s Wheel of Time saga

Consultant for various Wheel of Time adaptations

JordanCon board member

Jason Denzel Fantasy

GIFT OF GRIFFINS (#2)

“In GIFT OF GRIFFINS, V. M. Escalada continues to 
show her talent in world building, weaving together well 
crafted characters and a beautifully textured, intricate, 
magically real world. You feel the wind in your face and 
the ground beneath your feet.” 
–BookWyrm Reviews

mySTIC dRAGON (#2)

A fantasy trilogy for lovers of Tamora Pierce 
or Brandon Sanderson’s Mistborn series.

“Relatable and geunine.” 
–The Bibliosanctum

Rights sold: German (#1-3) – Tor***

German Audio (#1-3) – Tor***

N. America (#1-3) – Tor

N American Audio (#1-3) – Tor
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“The sizzling chemistry between Colin and Elinor is a 
driving force of this novel, which is complete with subtle 
suspense and a fearless heroine.”
–Publishers Weekly

“The sex comes rather late but it doesn’t disappoint. Elinor 
and Colin are well-matched in wit, vulnerability, and 
awkward sexual desire…Great fun from start to finish.” 
–Kirkus

“[Kimmel’s] strong, witty, intelligent heroine sparkles next 
to the comfortable, sometimes inept hero. The plot has a 
slightly dark side, yet the repartee keeps it light, and the 
sensuality allows a world of heat to rise from the pages. 

Kimmel is a delightful, fresh voice in the genre.” 
–RT Book Reviews, 4/4.5 Stars!

“[A] Regency-set debut…enhanced by the excellent 
character development.”
–Publishers Weekly

“Kimmel’s debut has plenty of plot, loads of action 
and a large cast of characters…Kimmel demonstrates a 
talent for storytelling.” 
–RT Book Reviews, 4/4.5 Stars!

“A fast pace, a surfeit of diverse characters, and a 
complex plot add up to an engaging story and a 
credible debut with a most satisfactory conclusion.” 
–Library Journal 

“Kimmel’s debut adds a new star to the romance galaxy—I loved this book.” 
–Madeline Hunter, NYT bestselling author of The Accidental Duchess

“I highly recommend Kathleen Kimmel’s A LADY’S GUIDE TO RUIN. It is a 
Regency-era romance made special by the heroine, though the hero is delicious too 
and the plot engaging.” 
–Mary Balogh, NYT bestselling author of Indiscreet

Kathleen KimmelRomance

A LAdy’S GuIde TO RuIN (#1)

The Birch Hall Series

Rights sold: Japan (#1) – Oakla   World English (#1-2) – Berkley

A GeNTLemAN’S GuIde TO SCANdAL (#2)

bLOOdy wATeRS (#1)

A Cuban-born private investigator takes on 
cases both bizarre and mysterious.

“...immediately engaging, written in a witty, 
straightforward style spiced by Lupe’s wry 
observations on Cuban-American family life.” 
–Miami Herald

The Lupe Solano Mystery Series

bLOOdy SHAme (#2)

bLOOdy SeCReTS (#3)

A mIRACLe IN PARAdISe (#4)

HAVANA HeAT (#5)

bITTeR SuGAR (#6)

bLOOdy TwIST(#7)

“...a deliberate and meticulously constructed 
mystery. Her lead character, Lupe Solano is sassy and 
smart, an extremely liekable heroine.” 
–Boulder Planet

“With sharp-edged characters and some profound probing of moral ambiguities, 
the latest Lupe Solano tale is suspenseful, provocative and satisfying.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred Review!

“Lupe Solano is intelligent, witty, and eloquently hard-boiled. The realistic Miami 
description radiate heat from the page.” 
–Booklist

“Lupe Solano has blossomed into one of the genre’s most formidable 
protagonists.” 
–Chicago Tribune

“Surprises abound in Lupe Solano’s sixth foray into the seamier side of Miami’s 
Cuban émigré community.” 
–Publishers Weekly

Carolina Garcia-Aguilera Mystery

Carolina Garcia-Aguilera, one of our newest clients, was 
published by HarperCollins and has a backlist of 10 novels.

“Carolina Garcia-Aguilera’s return to...Lupe Solano is like catching up with an 
old friend over a café con leche and a big plate of lechon asado.” 
–Sun-Sentinel

Rights sold:

Finland (#1-3) – Otava***

France (#1-5) – C. Bourgois***

Germany (#1-3) – Limes***

Italy (#1) – Mondadori***

Japan (#1-2) – Shinchosha***

N. America (#1-6) – Planeta Publishing***

Netherlands (#1-3) – Bruna***

Puerto Rico (#1-6) – Planeta Publishing***

Spain (#1) – Thorndike***

Under the pen name Kate Alice Marshall, she wrote I Am Still Alive, 
her debut YA thriller. It has just been optioned to Universal, with Ben 

Affleck attached to star and produce!
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The Wedding Pact Series

THe SubSTITuTe (#1)

THe PLAyeR (#2)

THe GAmbLeR (#3)

Rights sold: 
Italy (#1-2) – Piemme 

Poland (#1-3) – Kobiece
World English Audio (#1-3) – Tantor

Denise Grover Swank is a New York Times, USA Today, and  
Wall Street Journal bestselling author of romance, mystery, and 

urban fantasy, as well as new adult and young adult fiction.

“[I]n amongst the storyline was a thread of complete and 
utter truth…the real life struggle to deal with family and 
how to balance our commitments to others with our own 
desires…If you haven’t read a book by Denise Grover 
Swank this is a good one to start with…but, in reality, all 
of her books are wonderful.” 
–The Book Hookup

“As always, [Denise Grover Swank’s] characters are strong, 
smart and caring. They bring you into their family and let 
you sit and watch as they handle situations that are difficult, 
heartbreaking, and sometimes laugh-out-loud funny.  And, 
ultimately, they’ll have you rooting for them to find their 
happily ever after.” 
–The Book Hookup

“I also enjoyed the feisty ending! It made me want to cheer 
for joy. The ending was great!” 
–Keyonna’s Bookshelf

“Another fun read with just enough drama to keep me 
turning the pages and just enough romance to make 
my heart beat faster! Once again Ms. Swank has given 
us characters to love and a love story to get behind. Her 
flawless writing, the sweet story lines, and the humor she 
adds to these books ensures reader satisfaction!” 
–The Book Hookup

“I would recommend this book to any…romance lover. It  
is perfect!” 
–Keyonna’s Bookshelf

“[A] fun, easy, breezy romance series about friends with 
slightly crazy wedding hijinks and romances.” 
–Book Munchies 

Denise Grover Swank Romance Denise Grover SwankRomance

“Swank introduces readers to another hot bachelor in her 
latest Bachelor Brotherhood series. The characters have 
plans for how their lives are supposed to go and are set in 
their ways, but the situations they encounter are laugh-
out-loud funny. Readers will enjoy the playful relationship 
that Lanie and Tyler have…Another great read to add to 
Swank’s stellar library!” 
–RT Book Reviews

“A thoroughly enjoyable read, hitting all the right spots! I 
cannot wait for the third book in the series.” 
–Open Book Society

Bachelor Brotherhood Series
ONLy yOu (#1)

Rights sold: World English (#1-3) – Forever/Hachette

uNTIL yOu (#2)

ALwAyS yOu (#3)

“Contemporary romance fans who love bridal 
trapping…will delight in the opener of Swank’s Bachelor 
Brotherhood trilogy (spun off from the Wedding Pact 
series), a sentimental, endearingly goofy story that packs 
a surprising amount of impulsive heat.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Right from the beginning, readers will be cheering for 
this couple to find their happily-ever-after. Even when it 
seems that everything—and everyone—is against them, 
they are drawn to each other by a force that is so strong 
nothing could pull them apart. The story is well-written 
and paced in a way that readers will have a hard time 
putting it down.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“I enjoyed this story so much. It was emotional, sweet, and 
hopeful. It was beautifully written and proves that true love, 
regardless of time and space, will always find a way.” 
–Ever After Book Reviews

“I have followed the Bachelor Brotherhood series from the 
beginning. This newest installment, ALWAYS YOU, and 
Denise Grover Swank, did not disappoint. I was as engaged and 
captivated by the latest novel in the series as I was with the first.” 
–Open Book Society

USA Today bestseller!

USA Today bestseller!
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Denise Grover Swank Mystery

Rose Gardner Mysteries

“Readers will root for the appealing heroine.” 
–Publishers Weekly

TweNTy-eIGHT ANd A HALF wISHeS (#1)

TweNTy-NINe ANd A HALF ReASONS (#2)

“Readers will enjoy this lighthearted romantic suspense 
novel with a dash of comedy. The characters are 
memorable, the pace is fast and the dialogue is witty.” 
–RT Book Reviews

THIRTy ANd A HALF eXCuSeS (#3)

THIRTy-ONe ANd A HALF ReGReTS (#4)

“I already have the next one in the series lined up as I 
cannot possibly stop reading the series at this juncture.” 
–Ajoobacats Blog

THIRTy-TwO ANd A HALF COmPLICATIONS (#5)

THIRTy-THRee ANd A HALF SHeNANIGANS (#6)

THIRTy-FOuR ANd A HALF PRedICAmeNTS (#7)

THIRTy-FIVe ANd A HALF CONSPIRACIeS (#8)

THIRTy-SIX ANd A HALF mOTIVeS (#9)

“Impossible to stop reading.” 
–Ajoobacats Blog

“I cannot recommend the Rose Gardner Mystery series highly enough. I have 
convinced many people to start reading these and now they are as hooked as I am.” 
–Bookish Bitch

Rights sold: 
Croatia (#1-5) – Stilus Knjiga

N. America (#1-9) – Crooked Lane
Turkey (#1-3) – Marti

“I love, love, love this book series and I can’t recommend it enough.” 
–Stuff I Love Blog

“[A] stand out as one of the best in the series…This book is breathtakingly good 
right up to the conclusion, which left me speechless.” 
–Floating Leaves

“The suspense…will keep you reading.” 
–Serious Reading

“This book is insane!…There were so many twists and turns in THIRTY-SIX, more 
than any other book in the Rose Gardner series.” 
–Sassy Cat Blog

This New York Times and USA Today bestselling series also 
includes four novellas!

Mystery

Neely Kate Mysteries

“TRAILER TRASH...is darker, grittier, and steamier, while 
holding onto all the things that make the original series so 
good; that same easy reading style, the solid friendships, 
and the emphasis that no book should ever be judged by its 
cover—everyone has a story, it is what shapes them.” 
–Lady Loves the Books

“Make sure you don’t have any plans before you start 
this book, because you will not be able to put it down. This book is funny, 
heartbreaking and heartwarming.” 
–Sabrina Reads

TRAILeR TRASH (#1)

A USA Today bestselling companion to the 
NYT bestselling Rose Gardner Investigations.

Rose Gardner Investigations

FAmILy JeweLS (#1)

FOR THe bIRdS (#2)

“This book was everything we have come to know and 
love about Rose Gardner. Suspense, humor, and love…
If you have read and loved the original Rose series, you 
will continue to love this one. If you are just now trying 
Rose out, you will fall in love with her like the rest of 
Rose Lovers.” 
–HEA Novel Thoughts

“The Rose Gardner series has long been one of my 
favorites and the writing is still wonderful.” 
–HEA Novel Thoughts

A New York Times bestselling series!

USA Today bestseller!

HeLL IN A HANdbASkeT (#3)

uP SHuTe CReek (#4)

IN HIGH COTTON (#2)

Denise Grover Swank

Winner—Cabot Cove Award for Best Small Town Mystery

Rights Available 

USA Today bestseller!

Rights Available
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Kristin McFarlandMystery

NO SAVING THROw (#1)

Ten Again Mystery Series

Rights sold: World English (#1-2)  – Diversion     World English Audio (#1-2) – Diversion

A supremely geeky murder mystery perfect 
for Whovians, gamers, and Muggles alike. 
Autumn Sinclair is the proprietor of Ten Again, 
a tabletop gaming store in a small town. She tries 
not to let the town’s general distrust of the gaming 
community bother her, and instead focuses on 
providing a safe space for “her” gamers. But when 
one of her gamers dies during a gaming session and 
two more are suspects, everything changes. Her 
landlord wants her out, and the community she’s 
built fractures under the stress of the investigation. 
Autumn vows to catch the real killer, but every 
clue she uncovers only mounts the evidence against her gamers. Then Autumn 
herself becomes the victim of increasingly disturbing pranks. If she can’t find the 
real murderer soon, she may lose more than her business—she may lose her life.

“What’s not to love, with the cat, multitudes of books, and 
the promise of coffee!” –Jane Reads

“[A] delightful fast-paced mystery…” –Books-n-Kisses

Alex Erickson Mystery

deATH by COFFee (#1)  

The Bookstore Cafe Mysteries

Rights sold: N. American Audio (#1-6) – Tantor World English (#1-9) – Kensington

deATH by TeA (#2)  

“The humor and wit are razor sharp…[A] delightfully funny and 
unique series.”–Kings River Life Magazine

“A very touching and entertaining whodunit. The mystery is 
intelligent and nicely done.” –RT Book Reviews

Leigh Perry Mystery

A SkeLeTON IN THe FAmILy (#1)  
The Family Skeleton Mysteries

THe SkeLeTON TAkeS A bOw (#2)  

THe SkeLeTON HAuNTS A HOuSe (#3)  
“I am excited to see what Leigh Perry will have in store for us 
next.”  –Night Owl Book Cafe

Rights sold: Japan (#1-2) – Sogensha

N. America (#1-3) – Ace

N. America (#4-6) – Diversion

World English Audio (#1-5) – Audible

“[A]n enjoyable unpredictable ending.”–Bibliophile Reviews

deATH by PumPkIN SPICe (#3)  

deATH by VANILLA LATTe (#4)  

deATH by eGGNOG (#5)  

“I didn’t want to put it down.” –Bibliophile Reviews

“A fun, cozy, Christmas read.”  –Once Upon a Storyteller

THe SkeLeTON PAINTS A PICTuRe (#4)
“THE SKELETON PAINTS A PICTURE is the best book in the series to date.” 
–BOLO Books

deATH by eXPReSSO (#6)  

“If you enjoy a good cozy mystery with a colourful cast of characters and a pet or 
two thrown in for good measure, then you will enjoy Alex Erickson’s sixth book the 
in Bookstore Cafe Mystery series.”  –Open Book Society

THe SkeLeTON mAkeS A FRIeNd (#5)
“Whodunits don’t come much funnier than Perry’s suspenseful fifth mystery.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

 FORTHCOmING mAy 2019

Stuart  PalmerMystery

Rights sold: World English – American Mystery Classics/Penzler Publishers

 19 mORe ReISSueS FORTHCOmING

Hildegarde Withers Mysteries

Reprinted for the first time in over 30 years by 
Otto Penzler’s American Mystery Classics, Stuart 
Palmer’s iconic mysteries feature crime-solving 
schoolteacher Hildegarde Withers.

7 film adaptations!

The Hildegarde Withers Mysteries series contains 17 
delightfully tricky mysteries as well as an anthology of short 
stories. These riotously funny novels show why Hildegarde 
Withers was among the most beloved detectives of the Golden Age of American 
mystery novels.

THe PuzzLe OF THe HAPPy 
HOOLIGAN
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ICe bLONde (A)

Angela Richman, Death Investigator Mysteries

Elaine Viets presents this new companion 
novella to her darker, more suspenseful 
Angela Richman, Death Investigator 
Mysteries. 

Elaine is an Anthony, Agatha, and Lefty Award winner!

“Unusual and highly entertaining…Harris has delivered a 
supernatural mystery with a decidedly creepy edge!” 
–RT Book Reviews

“As intimate and deep as the Stackhouse novels, but with a 
lighter load of gore and death, Harris’s latest displays her skills 
at interweaving the lives of her characters.” 
–Library Journal

Rights sold:

Film/TV (#1-3) – NBC

France (#1-3) – J’ai Lu

French Canada (#1-3) – Flammarion

Germany (#1-3) – Heyne

German Audio (#1-3) – Audible

Hungary (#1) – Muvelt Nep

Italy (#1-2) – Tre60

N. America (#1-3) – Ace

N. American Audio (#1-3) – Recorded

Poland (#1-3) – MAG

Polish Audio (#1-3) – Storyside

Spain (#1-2) – Ediciones B

Turkey (#1-3) – Artemis
UK (#1-3) – Gollancz

mIdNIGHT CROSSROAd (#1)

“Superstar Harris is back with the second installment of her 
fresh new series that explores the mysteries of Midnight, Texas. 
Harris excels at building a rich cast of characters who are like 
icebergs, with much lying beneath the surface…Intriguing!”
–RT Book Reviews 

“Harris’s customary warmth and humor shines throughout.” 
–Locus, New and Notable

dAy SHIFT (#2)

NIGHT SHIFT (#3)
“Harris is truly a gifted storyteller who delivers unique and 
fascinating characters…Great as always!”
–RT Book Reviews

“Bestseller Harris (the Sookie Stackhouse books) brings a 
real sense of community to the characters she introduced in 
MIDNIGHT CROSSROAD and DAY SHIFT, deepening 
the reader’s connection to an irresistible assortment of phone 
psychics and cowpunching vampires.” 
–Publishers Weekly

The NBC adaptation 
of the Midnight, 

Texas series ran for 2 
seasons!

Charlaine Harris is the award-winning author of the  
Sookie Stackhouse series, adapted as HBO’s True Blood

Rights sold: World English (A) – JABberwocky

Josie Marcus, Mystery Shopper Series

dyING IN STyLe (#1)

This cozy mystery series begins with  
DYING IN STYLE (#1) and continues through to  

A DOG GONE MURDER (#10). 

Rights sold: N. America (#1-10) – Berkley

“DYING IN STYLE is a fast paced cozy mystery that mixes 
in real life, romance and enough suspense to keep me on the 
edge of my seat.” 
–The Reading Diaries

“If you are a fan of the cozy style mystery and are in search 
of an light diversion, this author is well worth checking out.” 
–My Favorite Mystery

“Plenty of humor, some shopping tips, and a plucky heroine.” 
–Reviewing The Evidence

Josie Marcus, mall expert, single mom and 
protector of Mrs. Minivan, finds more than she 
bargained for as a St. Louis mystery shopper.

Charlaine HarrisNew York Times BestsellerElaine Viets Mystery

“As with all of the novels by Elaine Viets, this novella 
is sprinkled throughout with wry observations and 
sharp dialogue, all tied together by a plot that explores 
the hypocrisy of the very rich.”   
–King’s River Life Magazine

“Secrets come to light, the rich vs. working class turn 
on each other and when Angela gets to the bottom of 
it, a twist...”   
–Mayhem and Magic
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1. ReAL muRdeRS
2. A bONe TO PICk

3. THRee bedROOmS, 
 ONe CORPSe

4. THe JuLIuS HOuSe
5. deAd OVeR HeeLS

6. A FOOL ANd HIS HONey
7. LAST SCeNe ALIVe

8. POPPy dONe TO deATH 

9. ALL THe LITTLe LIARS 

10. SLeeP LIke A bAby

The Aurora Teagarden Mysteries
Aurora Teagarden is back for new adventures in  

ALL THE LITTLE LIARS and SLEEP LIKE A BABY! 

Hallmark has released nine TV movies,  
starring Candace Cameron Bure (of Full House fame). 

Three movies forthcoming Fall 2019!

“Gossipy, blithe, often funny—
with a windup that’s fierce, 
shocking and poignant. A 
winner for Harris this time out.” 
–Kirkus, Starred review! 

“Infectious prose, engaging 
characters, crafty plotting; 
recommended.” 
–Library Journal 

“Harris has a knack for writing a 
compelling mystery.” 
–Entertainment Focus

Rights sold:

France (#1-8) – J’ai Lu

French Canada (#1-8) – Flammarion

Germany (#1-8) – Feder & Schwert

Italy (#1-5) – Delos***

N. America (#1-8) – Berkley Prime
N. America (#9-10) – St. Martin’s

Poland (#1-10) – Replika
Polish Audio (#1-10) – Storytel

Russia (#1-2) – EKSMO***

Slovenia (#1-3) – GIKS

Spain (#1-8) – Santillana***

UK (#1-10) – Little Brown

World English Audio (#1-10) – Recorded

Over 1.5 million Aurora books sold!

“Sanderson’s outstanding fantasy debut, refreshingly complete unto itself and 
free of the usual genre clichés, offers something for everyone: mystery, magic, 
romance, political wrangling, religious conflict, fights for equality, sharp 
writing…Intrigue and excitement grow steadily in this smoothly written, 
perfectly balanced narrative.”     
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“[ELANTRIS] offers a vibrant cast of characters and a story of faith and 
determination set against a vividly portrayed world where magic is based on 
channeling power through the depiction of runes…both satisying and original.”     
–Library Journal, Starred review!

“A surprisingly satisfying, single-volume epic fantasy that invokes a complex, 
vibrant world.”           
–Booklist

“In this stunning debut novel, Sanderson has created a completely unique world 
that enfolds the reader in mystery and wonder right through till the last page.”          
–RT Book Reviews

Winner—Romantic Times’ 
Best Epic Fantasy Award

Selected as a Barnes & Noble Explorations’  
#1 Editor’s Pick

SF Book Club selection
Over 700,000 copies sold worldwide! 

Rights sold:
Brazil – Texto/Leya

Bulgaria – Bard***

Chinese, complex –  

Fantasy Foundation

Chinese, simplified – Chongqing
Czech Rep. – Talpress

France – Livre de Poche 

Germany – Piper 

Hungary – Delta Vision

Indonesia – Mizan Publishing***

Israel – Silver Stars***

Italy – Fanucci 

Japan – Hayakawa***
Netherlands – De Boekerij***
N. America – Tor
N. American Audio – Recorded

Poland – MAG 

Romania – Editura Art 

Russia – Azbooka***

Spain – Ediciones B

Thailand – A.R.*** 

Turkey – Arkadas 

UK – Gollancz 

UK Audio – WF Howes

World English Audio – Graphic

eLANTRIS

“ELANTRIS is the finest novel of fantasy to be 
written in many years. Brandon Sanderson has 

created a truly original world of magic and intrigue, 
and with the rigor of the best science fiction writers 

he has made it real at every level…Sanderson is 
astonishingly wise.”

–Orson Scott Card,  
New York Times bestselling author of Ender’s Game

Brandon SandersonNew York Times Bestseller

“A complex tale of difficult family dynamics…Aurora, a smart and witty protagonist, 
possesses all the Southern charm necessary to carry this entertaining series.” 
–Publishers Weekly 

Charlaine Harris New York Times Bestseller

more Harris on page 10
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“Epic in every sense. Sanderson has built a world  
that leaps to life, a cast of varied characters, and a 
vast history.” –The Guardian

“Sanderson is…absolutely amazing at worldbuilding. The level of detail is just 
astonishing…Kaladin and Shallan’s stories are compelling and readable.” 
–RT Book Reviews

Brandon Sanderson New York Times Bestseller

THe wAy OF kINGS (#1)  

The Stormlight Archive

•	 2018 Hugo nominee for Best Series

•	Winner of the David Gemmell Legend 
Award for Best Fantasy Novel 

•	Winner of the Whitney Award for  
Best Novel and Best Speculative Fiction

•	 Selected for “Best Of ” lists by  
Fantasy Faction, Ranting Dragon, 
SFFWorld, and Goodreads

14 million  
Brandon Sanderson 

books sold worldwide!

wORdS OF RAdIANCe (#2)  

“Brandon Sanderson’s reputation is finally as big as his novels.” 
–The New York Times 

“Sanderson’s skill at world building is unmatched, and 
in the Stormlight Archive series he has developed an 
innovative magical system and combined it with rich, complex characters to 
create a compelling story. His eagerly awaited sequel to The Way of Kings exceeds 
expectations. This developing epic series is a must-read for all fantasy fans.” 
–Library Journal

“WORDS OF RADIANCE is excellent…[it] cranks up the level of intrigue to 
dizzying extremes…Sanderson’s experiment is working, and he gets better with 
every book. The journey will be worth it. Yes, you should buy this book. Yes, this is 
a series worth following to the end.” 
–Tor.com 

“WORDS OF RADIANCE may be the most 
accomplished followup to a popular first novel in the 
last 15 years and the time and energy that Sanderson 

put into this work tells throughout the novel.”

–BuzzFeed

Rights sold:
Brazil (#1-3) – Editora Aleph
Bulgaria (#1-3) – Studio Art Line
Chinese, complex (#1-3) –  

Fantasy Foundation
Chinese, simplified (#1-2) –  

Chongqing Daily
Czech Rep. (#1-2) – Talpress
Denmark (#1) – Ulven og Uglen
Film/TV – DMG
France (#1-3) – Livre de Poche
Germany (#1-3) – Heyne
Greece (#1) – Fantastikos Kosmos

Hungary (#1) – Delta Vision
Israel (#1-2) – Opus Press
Italy (#1) – Fanucci

N. America (#1-4) – Tor

N. American Audio (#1-4) – Tor
Poland (#1-3) – MAG
Romania (#1-2) – Editura Art
Russia (#1-3) – Azbooka
Serbia (#1-2) – Laguna
Spain (#1-3) – Ediciones B
Turkey (#1-3) – Arkadas
UK (#1-3) – Gollancz
Ukraine (#1) – Hemiro

Brandon SandersonNew York Times Bestseller

OATHbRINGeR (#3)  

All three books are New York Times bestsellers with over 
4 million Stormlight copies sold worldwide!

“OATHBRINGER is everything I expected it to be. 
Not only does it make good on the promises of the 
first two volumes, it elevates the Stormlight Archive to 
new heights of epic magic, exceptional worldbuilding, 
and satisfying action. With each new novel, Sanderson 
proves himself to be the true heir to Robert Jordan’s 
throne. He’s writing big, meaty, contemplative epic 

fantasy, and showing no signs of slowing down.” 
–Barnes & Noble Sci-Fi & Fantasy Blog

“The much-anticipated third Stormlight Archive epic fantasy installment is classic 
Sanderson, with multiple story lines and unexpected twists and turns. Sanderson 
successfully balances introducing new elements and satisfactorily resolving some 
threads, leaving fans to eagerly await the next in the series.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Fans of the Stormlight Archive series will enjoy this book, which brings back 
favorite characters and deepens a well-drawn fantasy world.” 
–Kirkus

“Sanderson outdid himself once again. It is a wonderful, well-paced, emotional 
read with a poignant focus on the brokenness of people and how to overcome your 
own limits.” 
–Ranting Dragon

The most pre-ordered book in  
Audible history! Over 300,000 copies sold 

during launch week!

bOOk #4 uNdeR CONTRACT
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“Sanderson is not only one of the best 
writers in the business, he’s also one of the most prolific…
This is easily one of the finest fantasy stories I’ve ever read, 
and my only regret is that I read it so quickly.” 
–Forbes Magazine

“Complicated and yet fast-paced and entertaining, with 
likably human protagonists and a large-scale cast of colorful 
characters, this trilogy introduced 
Sanderson as an important new voice 
in epic fantasy.” 
–Library Journal 

“Transcendent…what happens at the end is utterly 
astounding in its audacity.” 
–RT Book Reviews

“This entertaining read will especially please those who always 
wanted to know what happened after the good guys won.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“The Mistborn Trilogy is brilliant.” 
–SF Site

“In short: These books are, together, a masterpiece.”
–Orson Scott Card,  

NYT bestselling author of Ender’s Game

Rights sold: 

Brazil (#1-3) – Texto/Leya

Bulgaria (#1-3) – Bard

Chinese, complex (#1-3) – Fantasy Foundation 

Chinese, simplified (#1-3) – Chongqing Daily
Croatia (#1) – Hangar 7

Czech Rep. (#1-3) – Talpress

Film/TV – DMG

Finland (#1-3) – Art House

France (#1-3) – Orbit France

Georgia (#1-3) – Books in Batumi
Germany (#1-3) – Piper

German Audio (#1-3) – Piper

Greece (#1-3) – Fantastikos Kosmos
Hungary (#1-3) – Delta Vision

Israel (#1-3) – Opus Press

Italy (#1-3) – Fanucci

Japan (#1-3) – Hayakawa

Korea (#1-3) – Namu Bench

Lithuania (#1-3) – Alma Littera

Netherlands (#1-3) – Luitingh-Sijthoff

N. America (#1-3) – Tor

N. American Audio (#1-3) – Graphic Audio

Poland (#1-3) – MAG

Portugal (#1-3) – Saida de Emergencia

Romania (#1-3) – Trei

Russia (#1-3) – Azbooka
Serbia (#1-3) – Laguna***

Spain (#1-3) – Ediciones B

Sweden (#1) – Modernista

Turkey (#1-3) – Arkadas
UK (#1-3) – Gollancz

UK Audio  (#1-3) – Graphic Audio

World English Audio (#1-3) – Macmillan Audio

Mistborn 6 million  
Mistborn novels sold!

Brandon Sanderson New York Times Bestseller

“Definitely the best in this series, THE 
BANDS OF MOURNING incorporates 
the excellent action and scenery of 
the early trilogy…THE BANDS OF 
MOURNING encompasses the kind of 
cinematic adventure of an Indiana Jones 

movie but sets it in the fascinating Mistborn world. This is a 
very satisfying conclusion, but one that also definitely sets up 
further stories in this universe.” 
–RT Book Reviews

Brandon SandersonNew York Times Bestseller

Mistborn: Wax & Wayne
THe ALLOy OF LAw (#4)

SHAdOwS OF SeLF (#5)

THe bANdS OF mOuRNING (#6)

“Sanderson’s fresh ideas on the source and employment 
of magic are both arresting and original…Think brisk. 
Think fun. Enjoy.” 
–Kirkus

Rights sold:

Brazil (#4-6) – Leya

Bulgaria (#4) – Bard***

Chinese, complex (#4-7) – Fantasy 

Foundation 

Chinese, simplified (#4-7) – Chongqing
Czech Rep. (#4-5) – Talpress

Film/TV  – DMG

France (#4-6) – Calmann-Levy

Germany (#4) – Heyne

Germany (#5-7) – Piper

German Audio (#4-7) – Hoerbuch

Hungary (#4-5) – Delta Vision

Italy (#4) – Fanucci

Netherlands (#4) – Luitingh-Sijthoff

N. America (#4-7) – Tor

N. American Audio (#4-7) – Tor

Poland (#4-6) – MAG

Russia (#4-6) – Azbooka
Spain (#4-7) – Ediciones B

Turkey (#4-6) – Arkadas
UK (#4-7) – Gollancz

All three Wax & Wayne books are New York Times bestsellers!

THe LOST meTAL (#7) uNdeR CONTRACT

“Sanderson continues to show that he is 
one of the best authors in the genre.”

–Library Journal, Starred review!

“A fast-paced fantasy adventure set in a fascinating world and 
populated with lovable, memorable characters.” 
–Kirkus

THe FINAL emPIRe (#1), THe weLL OF 

ASCeNSION (#2), THe HeRO OF AGeS (#3)
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“Readers will get drawn into the fascinating world 
of Stephen and his friends—real and imagined—
as they work together to solve the seemingly 
unsolvable.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Sanderson’s contemporary fantasy is populated 
with superb characterizations (as evidenced by 
the multiple depictions of Legion’s aspects) and is 
surprisingly thought-provoking.”    
–Kirkus

“LEGION: THE MANY LIVES OF STEPHEN 
LEEDS by Brandon Sanderson was fantastically, 
amazingly brilliant.” 
–SFcrowsnest

“If you haven’t checked it out yet, LEGION: 
THE MANY LIVES OF STEPHEN LEEDS 
is the perfect opportunity to read Brandon 
Sanderson’s beloved series featuring everyone’s 
favorite schizophrenic genius detective.” 
–Bibliosanctum

“The real pleasure is . . . reading about Steve and his hallucinatory alter egos. 
Sanderson handles it all with a deft, humorous hand” 
–Fantasy Literature

Rights sold: 
Film/TV – Lionsgate
France – Livre de Poche

N. America – Tor
UK – Gollancz
World English Audio – Audible

LeGION: THe mANy LIVeS 
OF STePHeN LeedS  

Stephen Leeds Novellas
Brandon SandersonNew York Times Bestseller

“LEGION is a wonderfully clever, compelling story with a 
brilliant emsemble of characters that just won’t leave you alone.”

–Suzanne Palmer, Hugo Award-winning author 
of The Secret Life of Bots

 
“In LEGION: THE MANY LIVES OF STEPHEN LEEDS, Brandon Sanderson 
steps away from the massive tomes he’s known for writing and embraces the much 
smaller novella, offering short, punchy and thoughtful adventures from the life 
and mind of one of his most brilliant (and maybe craziest) characters…Quirky 
characters, thoughtful ideas and action-packed stories make it the perfect binge 
read for anyone who wants a dash of excitement with a tinge of insanity and 
introspection in their life.” 
–Deseret News Entertainment

Brandon Sanderson New York Times Bestseller

wARbReAkeR

“Epic fantasy heavyweight Sanderson…pens 
a powerful stand-alone tale of unpredictable 
loyalties, dark intrigue, and dangerous magic…
Sanderson melds complex, believable characters, 
a marvelous world and thoughtful, ironic humor 
into an extraordinary and highly entertaining 
story.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“Beyond shining as a world-building exercise, WARBREAKER’s drama is peppered 
with excellent humor. With so much to love, it’s easy to wish for a sequel, but hard 
to imagine a better ending.” 
–The A.V. Club

“Sanderson again demonstrates his capacity for handling large and complex themes 
while creating believable characters. He also succeeds at building a unique fantasy 
environment. This…is essential reading for fantasy fans.” 
–Library Journal, Starred review!

“Sanderson is clearly a master of large-scale stories, splendidly depicting worlds as 
well as strong female characters…The system of magic is also novel…and demands 
far more of the characters’ ingenuity, which in turn demands developing them— 
male and female, divine and mortal—to a far higher degree than one expects of 
much fantasy these days. May the author write long and prosper.” 
–Booklist

“Yet another strong showing…If the worst you can say about a book is that 
it wasn’t long enough, the author is clearly doing something well. In Brandon 
Sanderson’s case, that’s nearly everything.” 
–Fantasy Literature

Rights sold:
Brazil – Leya
Bulgaria – Bard***
Chinese, complex – Gaea
Chinese, simplified – 

Chongqing
Czech Rep. – Talpress***
Film/TV  – DMG

France – Calmann-Levy
Germany – Heyne
Italy – Fanucci
N. America – Tor
N. American Audio – 

Recorded
Poland – MAG
Russia – Azbooka

Spain – Ediciones B
Turkey – Arkadas
UK – Gollancz
UK Audio – WF Howes
World English Audio – 

Graphic

Finalist—David Gemmell Legend Award
Named one of the Best of 2009 by 

Library Journal, Barnes & Noble, The 
A.V. Club, American Library Association, 

and Romantic Times

This title is an omnibus 
of the three Legion 

novellas, which have 
sold independently in 

11 territories, including 
China, Germany, France, 

Poland, and Spain.
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The Skyward Series

As humankind battles a mysterious 
alien enemy called the Krell, a young 
woman who lost her father to the 
war finds—and repairs—an ancient 
starfighter, which she plans to take into 
battle once she finishes flight school. 
The mystery of the Krell, the secret of 
her father’s death, and the nature of 
this ancient starfighter intertwine in a 
grand story of heroism, intrigue, and 
incredible starship battles. 

SkywARd (#1)

“With this action-packed trilogy opener, Sanderson offers up a resourceful, fearless 
heroine and a memorable cast—including a strangely humorous, mushroom-
obsessed robot—set against the backdrop of a desperate conflict.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“Sanderson plainly had a ball with this nonstop, highflying opener, and readers will 
too.” 
–Kirkus, Starred review!

“SKYWARD is possibly the most captivating, inspirational, and aspirational book 
that Brandon Sanderson has ever written. There is a heart to this story, to each and 
every facet of the world and its inhabitants’ portrayals, that simply does not exist in 
modern literature today...It’s always a pleasure spending time inside Brandon’s mind 
as he creates a new playground of rules and takes his characters for a ride through 
unchartered territories.” 
–Fantasy Book Review

“Readers will enjoy his hallmark cinematic writing style, with plenty of strong 
visuals throughout the story...SKYWARD is an adventure and a half that you won’t 
want to miss. Even hardcore Cosmere fans will enjoy the special mix of fantasy and 
sci-fi that unfolds as you watch Spensa learn what it means to be truly brave.” 
–Tor.com

“Brandon does well to build this world throughout the novel, creating a realistic 
situation and environment for the characters to dwell in.” 
–SFF World

Kirkus’ Best YA Fiction of 2018 
Fantasy Faction’s Best Fantsay Books of 2018

Rights sold:

Brazil (#1) – Planeta

Bulgaria (#1) – Studio Art Line

Czech Republic (#1-3) – Talpress

Italy (#1) – Armenia

N. America (#1-3) – Delacorte

Poland (#1-3) – Zysk

Polish Audio (#1-3) – Storytel

Spain (#1-3) – Ediciones B

Turkey (#1-3) – Dogan Egmont
UK (#1-3) – Gollancz

World English, German, Spanish,  

Italian Audio (#1-3) – Audible

SKYWARD debuted at #3 on The New York Times bestseller list and 

stayed in the top 5 for five consecutive weeks!

STARSIGHT (#2)

FORTHCOmING OCTObeR 2019 

bOOk #3 uNdeR CONTRACT

Not final cover

SkywARd (#1)

“SKYWARD contains a lot of heart that teaches us to never back down in the face 
of adversity.” 
–Fantasy Faction

“SKYWARD is an almost perfect space opera, a genre marked by simple yet 
compelling plot lines, precise and ingenuous world-building and complex, 
empathetic relationships and character development… It is replete with non-stop 
action, amazing writing and great characters.” 
–Aspen Daily News (Colorado)

“Sanderson’s ability to tell a story whilst also making you feel like one of the team 
shows why he’s one of the most well-known and beloved authors in the sci-fi 
world.” 
–The Nerd Daily

Spensa has finally fufilled her dream 
of becoming a pilot, but her story is 
just beginning. In the stunning sequel 
to Skyward, Spensa discovers the Krell 
and Galactic Government are recruiting 
starfighter pilots, and she sneaks onto 
the space station Starsight to infiltrate 
the program. But while Starsight seems 
peaceful to the point of perfection, 
dark secrets lurk around every 
corner—secrets that could cost Spensa 
everything. 

Brandon SandersonNew York Times BestsellerBrandon Sanderson New York Times Bestseller
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David Louis Edelman ........The Jump 225 Trilogy ........................65 

Randall Garrett .................Lord Darcy .........................................66

Simon R. Green ................The Forest Kingdom Books .................66

Elizabeth Moon .................The Deed of Paksenarrion ..................62

Elizabeth Moon .................The Speed of Dark ..............................63

Ellery Queen .....................Best of Ellery Queen ...........................64 

Brandon Sanderson ...........Mistborn.............................................54

Author Title Page #

For decades, the books and authors we represent have been harbingers of 
new eras. You’ll find many examples of that in our Hall of Fame: The Jump 
225 trilogy by David Louis Edelman, which is to the closed internet of 
the app store what Neuromancer was to the original vision of cyberspace. 
Compulsion, which was one of the progenitors, along with In Cold Blood, 
of the true crime novel. Lord Darcy and Blue Moon Rising, rule-breaking 
fantasy novels that broke the mold and in so doing wrote a new rule book for 
the genre. And Elizabeth Moon and Brandon Sanderson have each written 
works that have endured for a decade, and will endure for decades to come.

David Louis Edelman • Randall Garrett • Simon R. Green 
Elizabeth Moon • Ellery Queen • Brandon Sanderson

Hall of FameBrandon Sanderson New York Times Bestseller

Rights sold:
Brazil – Editora Aleph
Bulgaria – Studio Art Line
Chinese, complex – Fantasy 

Foundation
Chinese, simplified– 

Chongqing

Czech Rep. – Talpress
Film/TV – Fox
France – Calmann-Levy
Germany – Heyne
Italy – Fanucci
N. America – Delacorte
Poland – Zysk

Polish Audio – Storytel
Russia – Azbooka
Spain – Ediciones B
Turkey – Dogan Egmont
UK – Gollancz
UK Audio – Audible

“Sanderson has a unique, well thought out magical system, 
thoughtful worldbuilding, and interesting characters…and if 
you are not familiar with him, I think this novella would make 
a great starting place.” 
–Fantasy Literature

Rights sold:

Bulgaria – Studio Art Line

Chinese, complex – Fantasy 

Foundation 

Chinese, simplified –  
Chongqing

Croatia – Hangar 7

Czech Rep. – Talpress

Film/TV – DMG

France – Livre de Poche

Germany – Heyne

Korea – Paranmedia

N. America – Tachyon

N. American Audio – Recorded 

Poland – MAG

Romania – Editura Art 

Spain – Penguin Random 

House

UK – Gollancz

THe emPeROR’S SOuL
Cosmere Novellas & Short Fiction

Winner of the Hugo Award!

T en years ago, Calamity came. It was a burst in 
the sky that gave ordinary people extraordinary 
powers. The awed public called them Epics.

The Reckoners

STeeLHeART (#1)  

FIReFIGHT (#2)  

CALAmITy(#3)  

“The near-constant action, Sanderson’s whiz-bang 
imaginings, and a fully realized sense of danger (the 
brutal opening scene alone will hook many) make this 
an absolute page-turner.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“Big in size and vision, this is the rare middle volume that keeps the throttle open 
and actually moves the story along significantly.” 
–Kirkus

“Even when juggling multiple series, Sanderson remains a master of the craft.” 
–Fantasy Faction

Over 1.8 million copies sold!
The JABberwocky Hall of Fame

introduced by Joshua Bilmes
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Sheepfarmer’s Daughter (#1) won the  
Compton Crook Award for Best First Novel!

Rights sold: 
Czech Rep. – Baronet***
France – Bibliotheque Interdite***
Italy – Mondadori***
N. America – Baen
N. American Audio – Baen

Norway – Tiden***
Poland – MAG***
Russia – Azbooka***
Sweden – Bonniers***
UK – Orbit 

THe deed OF PAkSeNARRION

JABberwocky President Joshua Bilmes started his agenting career 
in February 1986, and signed Elizabeth Moon shortly thereafter. 30 
years later, she continues to exemplify the JABberwocky tradition 

of excellence. We continue to work with our global partners to 
make her every bit the worldwide bestseller that our newest fantasy 
superstars like Brandon Sanderson and Peter V. Brett have become.

32 Years in Print: 1988 to 2019
Over One Million Copies Sold!

“A model of how to write historically informed fantasy.”
–Chicago Sun-Times

“THE DEED OF PAKSENARRION…stands out not  
just because it is a Military Fantasy written by a woman 
about a woman protagonist, but mainly because it is a 
terrific and engaging story.” 
 –SF Signal

“A superlative fantasy trilogy.” 
–Booklist

“Elizabeth Moon has created a 
true hero.”
–The News of Salem (Arkansas)

“Superb. The perfect entry into fantasy.” 
–OtherRealms

“One I’d point to if somebody was looking for what is 
now considered Classic High/Military Fantasy.” 
–SFFWorld

“Engrossing.” 
–Anne McCaffrey, New York Times bestselling author

The 30th anniversary edition of SHEEPFARMER’S DAUGHTER 
now available from Baen!

SHeePFARmeR’S dAuGHTeR (#1), dIVIded ALLeGIANCe (#2), OATH OF GOLd (#3)

Elizabeth MoonHall of Fame – Science Fiction

“Well-written, intelligent, quite moving. Moon places 
the reader inside the world of an autistic [man] and 
unflinchingly conveys the authenticity of his situation.”  
–Kirkus, Starred review!

“[Elizabeth Moon has] been writing great science fiction for years…[this is] a highly 
sensitive treatment of the world of an autistic man set in the not too distant future.” 
–The Times of London

“The pages will make you hold your breath until the very last line.” 
–Associated Press (France)

“A powerful, thought-provoking story of soul searching that provides insight  
into outsiders.” 
–Library Journal, 12 Titles for Autism Awareness Month

“Compelling…a poignant earnestness that borders on the philosophical and 
showcases Moon’s gift for characterization.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“The story is engrossing and beautifully written with wide appeal for young adults. 
Those who like books such as Flowers for Algernon will devour it.” 
–VOYA

“A stunner. Not just for parents and friends of autistic individuals, not just for 
science fiction fans—THE SPEED OF DARK makes me remember why I love 
Moon for her ability to immerse me in the thought processes of a sympathetic, 
transparent protagonist.” 
–The AV Club

SPeed OF dARk

Winner—Nebula Award
“A lot of novels promise to change  

the way a reader sees the world;  
THE SPEED OF DARK actually does.”

–Elizabeth Hand,Washington Post Book World

Now in its 12th trade paperback printing and 10th mass market printing!

Finalist—Arthur C. Clarke Prize for Best Novel

Rights sold:
Chinese, complex – Muses
Chinese, simplified –  

New Star***
Czech Rep. – Baronet***
Film/TV – Joe Egender***,
    Stone Village***
France –  

Presses de la Cite***

Germany – DTV***
Hungary – Ulpius***
Israel – Graff
Italy – Mondadori***
Japan – Hayakawa
Korea – Booksphere***
N. American – Del Rey
N. American Audio – 
      Audible

Poland – ISA***
Portugal – Presenca***
Romania – Millenium***
Serbia – Neor***
Spain – Ediciones B***
Thailand – ARIP***
Turkey – Nemesis***

Elizabeth Moon Hall of Fame – Fantasy
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NAME RECOGNITION – The Ellery Queen name is known 
far and wide in the mystery world. It’s as widely recognized 
among fans of the genre as Sherlock Holmes, Hercule 
Poirot, or Nero Wolfe.

BACKLIST – The Dannay and Lee Estates have reclaimed 
the domestic publishing rights to almost 80 novels and six 
short story collections.

WORLDWIDE APPEAL – The Queen novels continue to be 
popular overseas. Ellery Queen has over two dozen titles in 
print in Italy, China, Japan, and Denmark, with other titles 
in countries around the world.

BUILT IN PROMOTION – Every month Ellery Queen’s 
name is front and center before the eyes of thousands of 
mystery fans via Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine, the world’s 
preeminent mystery anthology magazine.

ReASONS TO PubLISH eLLeRy QueeN:

Rights sold via JABberwocky:
Chinese, simplified [26 titles] – 

Shanghai Wits, New Star
Chinese, simplified Audio [11 titles] – New Star
Czech Rep. [5 titles] – Nase Vojsko,

Czech Television
Denmark [41 titles] – Lindhardt & Ringhof,

Rosenkilde & Bahnhof
France [4 titles] – Presses de la Cite
Germany [7 titles] – Dumont, Piper

Italy [28 titles] – Mondadori, Polillo, Einaudi           
Japan [28 titles] – Hayakawa
Korea [8 titles] – Sigongsa, Booksphere
Poland [1 title] – Zysk
Portugal [2 titles] – Porto Editora 
Spain [8 titles] – BDE
Sweden [2 titles] – Deckarhyllan
UK [3 titles] – Orion UK
Vietnam [4 titles] – Huy Hoang 
World English Audio [85 titles] – AudioGo

Calamity Town
Cat of Many Tails 
Drury Lane’s Last Case 
The Dutch Shoe Mystery 
The French Powder Mystery
The Murderer is a Fox

The Roman Hat Mystery
A Study in Terror
There Was an Old Woman
The Tragedy of X
The Tragedy of Y
The Tragedy of Z

Most Popular Titles:

Reissued With Intro By Otto Penzler 

Renowned anthologist Otto Penzler kicks off his newest 
publishing venture, a reprint series of American Mystery 
Classics, with this 1934 brainteaser involving perhaps the 
strangest crime scene in all fiction.

“Bursting with invention and panache, this novel will  
hook readers for the story’s next installment.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“He moves quickly from scene to scene, building suspense with 
believable characters and in-the-know technical expertise.” 
–Library Journal

“A fast-paced, engrossing saga of social change.” 
–Midwest Book Review, 5 stars!

“Equal parts corporate thriller, technophilic cautionary tale, and breathtakingly 
visionary science fiction adventure. Donald Trump meets Vernor Vinge.” 
–Barnes & Noble Explorations

Rights sold: 

Greece (#1) – Dokos***
Poland (#1-3) – Fabryka Slow***

World English (#1-3) – Pyr

World English Audio ex. UK (#1-3) – Audible

INFOQuAke (#1)

The Jump 225 Trilogy  

“A sly variation on the traditional cyberpunk novel…brings 
fresh air to the technological thriller.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“The Matrix meets Boston Legal…a true page-turner that I 
could not put down. Highly, highly recommended.” 
–Fantasy Book Critic

“MULTIREAL expands the near-future 
writing style into a compelling second 
novel.” 
–Sacramento Book Review 

muLTIReAL (#2)

“This smart, idiosyncratic blend of cyberpunk, libertarian 
entrepreneurship, and social engineering will, I think, stand as 
a seminal work of 21st century SF.” 
–Locus

GeOSyNCHRON (#3)

INFOQUAKE: Bookgasm’s Best SF Books of 2006
MULTIREAL: SFF World’s Favourite 5 SF of 2008

GEOSYNCHRON: Best of 2010 by SFF World, B&N Book Club

A series exploring a future with an app store for 
the human mind.

JumP 225 ReISSueS FORTHCOmING FROm bAeN

David Louis EdelmanHall of Fame – Science FictionEllery Queen Hall of Fame – Mystery
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“Garrett’s writing style is as elegant and charming as his 
setting, and his mastery of atmosphere is admirable…Garrett’s 
series is in fact one of the best of the genre-benders…The 
stories deftly combine elements of mystery, espionage, suspense, Tolkienesque 
fantasy, science fiction, the techno-thriller, CSI-style forensic mystery, and 
swashbuckling historical romance.” 
–National Review

“Maddeningly intricate, well reasoned and great fun. [Randall Garrett’s] world was 
as utterly real as his characters, and his mysteries were of the first caliber.” 
–Simon R. Green, New York Times bestselling author 

Rights sold:  

Czech Rep. – Banshies***

Film/TV – AIP

France – Editions Mnemos

Korea – Happy Reading***

N. America – Baen***

Thailand – A.R. Business Press***

Turkey – Ithaki Yayinlari***
UK – Orion 

World English Audio – Audible

The Lord Darcy Series

“Some of the finest fantasy ever written… 
will certainly guarantee him a  

lasting place in the genre.”

–SF Chronicle  
(Chosen as one of the Best Fantasies of 2002)

bLue mOON RISING (#1)

•	 In print for over 20 years!
•	Over 130,000 copies sold in the US
•	Green’s first and most beloved “big book” fantasy
•	 Launched this New York Times bestselling  

author’s career

The Forest Kingdom Series

“Easily my favorite of Simon Green’s fantasy novels.” 
–Science Fiction Chronicle

Simon R. Green Hall of Fame – Fantasy

This series also includes BLOOD AND HONOR (#2), DOWN AMONG 
THE DEAD MEN (#3), BEYOND THE BLUE MOON (#4), and  
ONCE IN A BLUE MOON (#5).

Rights sold: Blue Moon 
Rising
Chinese, complex – Gaea***
Czech Rep. – Polaris***
France – Bragelonne***

Germany – Feder & Schwert
Japan – Hayakawa***
N. America – Ace/Penguin
Poland – Fabryka Slow***
Russia – Armada, EKSMO*** 

UK – Gollancz*** 
World English Audio –  
     Recorded 

JABberwocky is proud to represent the estates of some of the most 
influential and celebrated science fiction and fantasy writers. 

Robert Asprin ...........................................................................................68
A. Bertram Chandler ................................................................................68 
Randall Garrett ........................................................................................66
R.A. Lafferty ............................................................................................69
Keith Laumer ...........................................................................................70
Meyer Levin .............................................................................................67
H.P. Lovecraft...........................................................................................71
Ellery Queen............................ ................................................................64

Author Title Page #

Estates

Rights sold:

Film/TV – FOX

Italy – Adelphi

World English – Fig Tree

World English Audio – Audible

COMPULSION, Meyer Levin’s most famous 
novel, was adapted into a classic film  

starring Orson Welles.

Meyer LevinEstates – Mystery

COmPuLSION

 “The most significant American Jewish writer of his time.”  
–Los Angeles Times

“…holds up as a landmark legal thriller.” 
–Publishers Weekly

Randall Garrett Hall of Fame – Fantasy

more Green on pages 20-21

http://www.awfulagent.com/clients/garrett.html
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Since taking over representation of the R. A. Lafferty estate, JABberwocky has 
negotiated a huge World English deal with Gollancz, the sci-fi/fantasy imprint of UK 
publisher Orion. This deal includes eighteen novels and collections, getting much of 
Lafferty’s most significant works back in print. Gollancz also purchased the UK rights 
to release The Best of R. A. Lafferty, a collection of his short fiction.

About R.A. Lafferty
R. A. Lafferty was a beloved science fiction and fantasy writer who was a World 
Fantasy Lifetime Achievement Award recipient and a Hugo winner. He also received 
Hugo nominations for Past Master, “Continued on The Next Rock,” and “Sky.” 
Lafferty was a Nebula Award finalist several times. Lafferty was also a Philip K. Dick 
Award finalist, and a two-time winner of the Seiun Award for “Groaning Hinges of 
the World” and “Eurema’s Dam.”

Rights sold:

Croatia (Past Master and four short 

stories) – Hangar 7

Poland (Nine Hundred Grandmothers and 

Past Master) – MAG

Spain (Fourth Mansions) –  

Semele Proyectos

UK [18 titles] – Gollancz

“In the late 1960s and early 1970s, the best short story writer in the 
world…was R. A. Lafferty, and his stories were unclassifiable and odd 

and inimitable—you knew you were reading a  
Lafferty story within a sentence.”  

–Neil Gaiman

“Mindbending, at times hilarious.”  –Publishers Weekly
“Elemental Americana and a great deal of fun.” –Wall Street Journal
“It’s an American classic.”  –Voice Literary Supplement

Praise for R.A. Lafferty

THe beST OF R.A. LAFFeRTy FORTHCOmING 2019

R.A. LaffertyEstates – Science Fiction

Rights sold: 

Czech Rep. [5 titles] – Vaclav Soukup***
France [2 titles] –  

Les Moutons Electriques***

Germany – extensive Chandler translations

Italy (Far Traveler) – Mondadori***

Japan – extensive Chandler translations

N. America – Baen

World English Audio [30 titles] – Audible

“SF’s answer to Horatio Hornblower.” 
–Publishers Weekly

“If tales of interstellar adventure, wild alien cultures and 
political intrigue are your cup of tea, look no further!” 
–SFRevu

The John Grimes / Rim World Novels

A three-time Australian Science Fiction Award (Ditmar Award) winner!

Myth Adventures Series
18 titles available in this humorous and 
thoughtful fantasy series from New York Times 
bestselling author Robert Asprin, beginning with  
ANOTHER FINE MYTH (#1) and continuing 
through MYTH-FORTUNES (#18).

Rights sold:  

Czech Rep. (#1-3) – Triton

Russia [16 titles] – AST
Russian Audio [3 titles] – Origin
World English Audio [29 titles] – Audible

“All the MYTH books are hysterically funny.” 
–Analog

“Farcical fun that never fails to put a smile on your face and 
a laugh in your belly. Recommended!” 
–Geek Speak Magazine

“If you haven’t read any of this series, you need to pick them up immediately.” 
–Night Owl Reviews

“A charming blend of sly humor and clever characterization.” 
–SF Site

22 titles available in this series from iconic author 
A. Bertram Chandler, beginning with
THE ROAD TO THE RIM (#1) and continuing 
through THE WAY BACK(#22),with an on-going 
reissue program from Baen books—four omnibuses 
out now and more to come!

A. Bertram Chandler Estates – Science Fiction 

Robert Asprin Estates – Fantasy
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“His tales speak to issues that we still grapple with 
today…Laumer’s Bolos were a compelling concept, 
as demonstrated by the fact that the stories have been 
reprinted for decades. Laumer’s stories were always 
fun and entertaining as well, so it is no surprise 
they are still being read…Today, as our technology 
begins to make some of the capabilities of a Bolo 
possible, and we pause to consider our next steps, his 
speculations give us much to think about.” 
–Tor.com

“Whether it was the mind-boggling alternative 
timelines of Worlds of the Imperium, or the wild 
and woolly space opera of Galactic Odyssey, or the 
hilarious exploits of that diplomat and trouble-
shooter Retief, Laumer went his own way and took us along for the ride. His books 
were always sharply-observed, endlessly inventive, and most of all fun.” 
–Simon R. Green, New York Times bestselling author

“Satire on a galactic scale by an ex-Air Force officer and diplomat. A wonderful, 
hilarious, and altogether entertaining read!” 
–William C. Dietz, New York Times bestselling author, on the Retief series

“A Plague of Demons is the kind of book that makes the reader want to dive into 
many more works in its author’s oeuvre, and thus, I already have The Best of Keith 
Laumer sitting on my bookshelf at home, waiting to be opened.” 
–Michael McCollum, science fiction author and aerospace engineer

Praise for Keith Laumer:

About Keith Laumer
The novels and short story collections of renowned science-
fiction/fantasy writer Keith Laumer have gone through 
printing after printing for nearly four decades, and were 
an inspiration for many genre writers, including several 
of our clients. He was a Captain in the U.S. Air Force 
and later an officer in the Diplomatic Corps, serving all 
over the world, which gave him a solid background for 
his fast-moving action stories, including his Bolo series 
and his satirical Retief adventures, which deftly skewer the 
bureaucratic mindset, whether human or alien.

Rights sold: UK [43 titles] – Orion

43 Keith Laumer titles sold to Orion UK!

No one but Derleth could continue the Cthulhu Mythos 
cycle after the death of its creator, his friend H. P. 
Lovecraft. In a comprehensive fusion of Lovecraft’s fearful  
myth-pattern, Dr. Laban Shrewsbury pursues his arcane 
investigations into the unspeakable secrets of the Ancient Ones to the drowned 
city of R’lyeh, where the ancient god Cthulhu waits dreaming.

Rights sold:

Germany – Bastei Lübbe***           Spain – BDE

THe HORROR IN THe muSeum  

& THe wATCHeRS OuT OF TIme

Rights sold: 

Czech Rep. (Watchers) – 

Volvox Globator

Italy – Fanucci

Poland (Watchers) – Zysk
Russia – Azbooka
Spain – BDE

CTHuLHu 2000

“H. P. Lovecraft has yet to be surpassed as the twentieth 
century’s greatest practitioner of the classic horror tale.”

–Stephen King

Lovecraft had a circle of friends and fellow writers with 
whom he worked so closely as if to make their work his 
own. This includes August Derleth, whose posthumous 
collaborations with Lovecraft complete his final stories. 
Includes the major novella “Lurker at the Threshold” and 
other major stories.

THe mASk OF CTHuLHu

THe TRAIL OF CTHuLHu

Beginning with “The Return of Hastur,” which August 
Derleth completed posthumously from H. P. Lovecraft’s 
notes, these stories masterfully expand the horrific cycle of 
the Cthulhu mythos and its monstrous pantheon.

• A short story collection in the Cthulhu Mythos.

• The Del Rey edition is in its 7th printing

  “Gobble it up.”                     “Marvelous.” 
 –Kirkus                                –Midwest Book Review

Rights sold for Tales of Cthulu Mythos: 

Chinese, complex – BWP***

Chinese, simplified – Harbin***
Finnish – Vaskikirjat

Germany – Bastei Lübbe***

Italy – Mondadori

Spain – Alianza, BDE

H.P. LovecraftEstates – HorrorKeith Laumer Estates – Science Fiction 
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TACHyON PubLICATIONS

Tachyon is known for their bestselling series of Hugo, Nebula, and Sturgeon 
award-winning original novellas, including THE EMPEROR’S SOUL by 
Brandon Sanderson and the second editions of BRAYAN’S GOLD and  

THE GREAT BAZAAR by Peter V. Brett. 

They are also publishers of canonic 
anthologies that explore everything 

from the Victorian whimsies of 
steampunk to the “lit-fi” world of 

slipstream. Tachyon brings  
out-of-print classics to new 

generations of readers and their 
innovative story collections prefigured 

the short fiction renaissance.

We are excited to represent foreign rights for a number of Tachyon titles. 
This includes several anthologies by World Fantasy Lifetime  

Achievement-winning editor Ellen Datlow, as well as the novella  
WE ARE ALL COMPLETELY FINE by Daryl Gregory, which won the 

World Fantasy and Shirley Jackson Awards,  
and was also a Locus and Nebula Award finalist. 

Tachyon, now in business for over 20 years, is an award-winning publisher 
of smart science fiction, fantasy, and literary fiction. 

For a complete list of the Tachyon titles we represent, visit our  
dedicated rights page: www.awfulagent.com/tachyon

Tachyon Publications

“A clever and creepy horror tale…Concisely exploring the 
nature of fear and isolation.” 
–Library Journal 

“Gregory is interested more in empathy than revulsion, 
more in accommodation than heroics, and more in the 
victim than the monster. The result is his most tightly 
constructed and compulsively readable novel to date,  
and a small gem of what we might call post-horror horror.” 
–Locus

“This book is fast-paced, creepy, suspenseful, and yet surprisingly uplifting, with 
fleshed out characters I genuinely cared about…This book is seriously awesome. 
Someone chain [Gregory] to a desk so he stops doing anything other than write.” 
–SF Book Review

“Clever, and filled with the creeping dread of what’s in the flickering shadow next to 
you and what’s just around the corner that suffuses the best horror. I loved it.” 
–Ellen Datlow, Bram Stoker and World Fantasy award-winning editor

“Daryl Gregory’s WE ARE ALL COMPLETELY FINE is bitchin’ fun and as 
wicked and strange as a motorcycle leap through a ring of fire without your  
pants on. Loved it.” 
–Joe R. Lansdale, author of Cold in July and the Hap and Leonard series

we ARe ALL COmPLeTeLy FINe

Winner—World Fantasy Award for Best Novella
Winner—Shirley Jackson Award for Best Novella

Finalist—Nebula Award for Best Novella
Chosen as one of the Best Reads of 2014 by The Book Smugglers

A 2014 Must Read Books selection by Book Riot

“Scathingly funny, horrific yet oddly 
inspiring…Blending the stark realism of 

pain and isolation with the liberating force 
of the fantastic, Gregory makes it easy 
to believe that the world is an illusion, 

behind which lurks an alternative truth—
dark, degenerate, and sublime.”

—Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

Finalist—2018 
Nebula Award for 

Spoonbenders

Rights sold: 

France – Belial

Germany – Fischer Tor

Israel – Graff

Italy – Fanucci

Spain – Gigamesh

Turkey – Ithaki
World English – Tachyon

Daryl GregoryFantasy
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THe uNCeRTAIN PLACeS
In this long-awaited novel from Lisa 
Goldstein, an ages-old family secret breaches 
the boundaries between reality and magic, 
revealing the places between them.

“An exquisitely beautiful, eerily compelling modern 
fairy tale.” 
–Library Journal, Starred review!

“Exemplary…Goldstein is one of fantasy’s most 
reliable practitioners, and a new novel from her is 
always a cause for celebration.” 
–San Francisco Chronicle

“The arrival of a new Goldstein fantasy is a major 
cause for rejoicing. And THE UNCERTAIN 
PLACES does not disappoint.” 
–io9.com

Rights sold: N. America – Tachyon

“[Lisa Goldstein] has given us the kind of magic and adventure 
that once upon a time made us look for secret panels in the halls of 
wardrobes or brush our teeth with a book held in front of our eyes, 

because we couldn’t bear to put it down.”

–The New Yorker

Lisa is an American Book Award winner and a finalist for the 
Hugo, Nebula, and World Fantasy awards.

“Goldstein is in fine form with a darkly compelling modern fairy tale.” 
–January Magazine

“Lisa Goldstein is back and at the top of her game.”

–Shelf Awareness

“THE UNCERTAIN PLACES continued to surprise me at every page and, as a 
writer, filled me with raw, disgraceful envy: Boy I wish I’d thought of this one…” 
–Peter S. Beagle, author of In Calabria and The Last Unicorn

“Goldstein’s complex and ingenious plot transplants the forest realm of European 
folktale, where witches grant wishes with strings attached and you’d better be careful 
which frog you kiss, into the sun-drenched hills of Northern California in the 
1970s—and beyond.” 
–Ursala K. Le Guin, New York Times bestselling author

Rights sold: Czech Rep. – Argo 

Germany – Klett-Cotta

Poland – MAG

Romania – Editura Polirom

World Audio – Blackstone
World English – Tachyon

From the acclaimed author of The Last Unicorn 
and Summerlong comes a new, exquisitely-told 
fable for the modern age. Lyrical, gripping, and 
wise, IN CALABRIA confirms Peter S. Beagle’s 
continuing legacy as one of fantasy’s most 
legendary authors.
“Acclaimed fantasist Beagle (Summerlong) sets this 
charming, lyrical tale of unicorns and love on a poor 
little hillside farm in the toe of boot-shaped Italy, where 
47-year-old Claudio Bianchi scratches out a meager 
existence for himself, old dog Garibaldi, goat Cherubino, 
three cows, a pig, and three cats…Beagle’s kindly fable shows how a man who 
seems to have nothing can really have everything—with just a touch of magic.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

“A novella about love in a world of hardship, loss, magic, and 
recovery. Beagle’s unicorns have never been more bewitching, 

impossible, and genuine. I cherished every page.”

–Gregory Maguire, 
author of Wicked and After Alice

IN CALAbRIA

“Beauty, imagination, poetry and magic…Beagle has that rare gift—the ability, 
within just a few words, to transport the reader completely into his universe, 
making the unfamiliar become vividly real. 10/10 stars.” 
–Starburst

“A lyrical modern fairy tale, IN CALABRIA is a lovely tale of finding magic in our 
world and the importance of protecting it while we have it. It’s the hopeful kind of 
story we all need right now.” 
–Sci-Fi Now

THe uNICORN ANTHOLOGy
Edited by Peter S. Beagle and Jacob Weisman

Rights sold: World English – Tachyon

Unicorns, a symbol both of purity and of peril, have fascinated people 
for generations. From princesses to booksllers and  competitive 
unicorn jockeys, the stories in this anthology take different 
looks at the myths surrounding these mesmerizing creatures.

Peter S. BeagleFantasyLisa Goldstein Fantasy
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THe emeRALd CIRCuS
Discover new and uncollected tales of 
literary legends and beloved characters 
such as Edgar Allan Poe and Alice from 
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland. Enter 
the Emerald Circus and be astonished 
by the transformations within. 

Publishers Weekly’s Big Indie Books of Fall 2017
A School Library Journal All-Star pick, Adult Books for Teens

Foreword Reviewer’s Choice, Favorite Books of 2017
Locus 2017 Recommended Reading List

“An impressive overview of the author’s 
breadth and career, this collection will appeal 
to the author’s existing devotees—or to 
anyone who has ever thought that ‘happily 
ever after’ left too many questions.” 
–Kirkus

“…every entry contains Yolen’s crystalline 
prose, which captures the magic in reality, and 
vice versa, with ease and grace…These highly 
entertaining retellings are perfect for teen fans 
of fairy tales and classic literature, though they are easily enjoyed without any 
background knowledge.” 
–School Library Journal, Starred review!

Rights sold: World English – Tachyon

Winner—2018 World Fantasy Award for Best Collection
“These delightful retellings of favorite stories will captivate newcomers and fans 
of Yolen as she once again delivers the magic, humor, and lovely prose that has 
attracted readers for years.” 
–Library Journal, Starred review!

“With over 350 books, Jane Yolen is a legend in the world of children’s and 
young-adult literature, but her acerbic and witty adult fiction and poetry  
offer their own pleasures. The 16 stories here, each accompanied by a related 
poem and notes, revisit some iconic classics, but always from a new,  
thought-provoking angle…” 
–Chicago Tribune

“This excellent collection reimagines folktales, fairy tales, and sometimes 
historical people in new and surprising light. It is a brilliant example of short-
form storytelling by one of the treasures of the science fiction community.” 
–Brandon Sanderson, New York Times bestselling author

“A superb sampling of some of the most significant short horror 
works…This is an anthology to be cherished and an invaluable 
reference for horror aficionados.” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

LOVeCRAFT’S mONSTeRS

Includes Neil Gaiman, Joe R. Lansdale, Caitlín R. 
Kiernan, Kim Newman, Elizabeth Bear, and more! 

dARkNeSS: TwO deCAdeS OF mOdeRN HORROR

Rights sold: Brazil – Record

Japan – Shinkigensha
Russia – EKSMO

World English – Tachyon

“Focusing on Lovecraftian monsters, Datlow offers readers sixteen 
stories and two poems of a variety that should please any fans of 
the genre.” 
–The Arkham Digest

Hugo, Bram Stoker, Shirley Jackson, and  
World Fantasy Lifetime Achievement Award-winning editor

Rights sold: 

Hungary – Gabo

Russia – EKSMO

World English – Tachyon

Includes George R. R. Martin, Stephen King, Neil 
Gaiman, Joe R. Lansdale, Joe Hill, Clive Barker, Peter 

Straub, and more!

THe mONSTROuS

NIGHTmAReS: 
A New deCAde OF mOdeRN HORROR

“Datlow, horror anthologist extraordinaire, brings together all things monstrous in 
this excellent reprint anthology…atmospheric and frequently terrifying…” 
–Publishers Weekly, Starred review!

Includes Gemma Files, Dale Bailey, Sofia Samatar, and more!

Rights sold: World English – Tachyon

Rights sold: World English – Tachyon

“This volume is…the perfect discovery tool for readers looking for 
the very best of modern horror…” 
–Booklist

Includes Garth Nix, Livia Llewellyn, Gene Wolfe, Caitlín 
R. Kiernan, and more!

Ellen DatlowAnthologyJane Yolen Fantasy
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COmING SOON FROm JAbbeRwOCky 

STARSHIPS ANd SORCeReRS

Evidenced by major movies like Arrival, shows like 
Game of Thrones, and the mainstream success of novels 
like Ready Player One, science fiction and fantasy 
have never been more popular. This popularity is 
here to stay—and it’s accompanied by a relentless 
curiosity about all things related to these imaginative genres. In STARSHIPS AND 
SORCERERS, sci-fi and fantasy are explored in a way they never have before: as 
catalysts for culture as a whole, from TV, film, and literature to less expected forms 
such as music, art, architecture, and fashion. Desirina Boskovich offer a dizzying, 
visually extravagant peek into the secret history of sci-fi and fantasy. 

Rights sold: World English – Abrams World English Audio – Abrams

This nonfiction title examines science 
fiction and fantasy’s recent explosion into 
mainstream popular culture.

Desirina Boskovich Nonfiction

Rights sold: 

World English (#1-2) – Angry Robot World English Audio (#1-2) – Recorded

Search And Rescue
SIXTeeNTH wATCH (#1)

Mary Soon Lee Poetry

Rights sold: World English – Ten Speed World English Audio – Ten Speed

eLemeNTAL HAIku

COmING SOON FROm JAbbeRwOCky 

It all begins on the moon. If there’d been any doubters that the free-for-all scrum 
of commercialization and colonization of space needed some rules, those doubts 
quickly disappeared when Lacus Doloris, a small lunar mare, becomes the site of a 
fierce skirmish between Chinese and US forces. Soon thereafter, the US formalizes 
its approach to the militarization of space. International relationships settle into a 
strong simmer, waiting for the right moment to boil over once again. The threat of 
a Sino-American war does only so much to stop a turf battle within the US military, 
as Navy and Marine forces vie for supremacy in space with the updated search and 
rescue mission of the US Coast Guard.

The skirmish on Lacus Doloris cost the life of Tom Oliver, the husband of the Coast 
Guard Rear Admiral Jane Oliver. Grief-stricken and adrift over the three years 
since her husband’s death, she’s wary when she’s given the opportunity to gain rank 
heading to the Coast Guard’s lunar base. The turf war between branches of US forces 
is playing out in a yearly “Boarding Action” competition, and Jane’s skills might give 
the Coasties an edge. What nobody expects is that the faux fun and games of the 
Boarding Action will take place just as international tensions reach their breaking 
point. Jane will need everything she’s learned over a long career in the military to keep 
this year’s Boarding Action from being the spark of a new World War.

FORTHCOmING AuGuST 2019

FORTHCOmING OCTObeR 2019
FORTHCOmING FALL 2019

A delightful series of 119 haiku about the 
Periodic Table of Elements. 

Myke Cole returns to military sci-fi with 
SIXTEENTH WATCH. Pitched as the U.S. 
Coast Guard in space, this first installment 
of a new duology is chock-full of Cole’s 
trademark action.

Myke Cole’s other genre fiction works include the Shadow Ops 
series and The Reawakening Trilogy. 

Mary’s poetry: 

Winner—Rhysling Award 2014, 2018; Elgin Award 2016

Nominated—Pushcart Prize; Theodore Sturgeon Memorial Award

Winner—2013 Compton Crook Award

Perfect for  an audience similar to that of All My 
Friends Are Dead, this illustrated collection delves 
into the secret lives of the elements through insightful 
commentary that run the gamut from historical, 
medical, and scientific usages, to cheeky assumptions 
about rivalries between the elements themselves. Both 
poignant and charming, ELEMENTAL HAIKU would make the perfect gift for avid 
students and science enthusiasts of any background.

Myke ColeScience Fiction

more Cole on pages 6-7
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This epic fantasy debut reflects a changing of 
the guard to a generation growing up with 
Patrick Rothfuss and grimdark, yet remains 
very much an original invention. It’s rich 
with detail, and contains enough secrets to 
intrigue readers for some time to come. 

It starts like this:

At my trial for treason for killing the King, I played with my father’s ring, twisting it 
around my middle finger. It was one of the few things they hadn’t taken away from 
me when I was arrested. Maybe because they knew it was my father’s last gift to me, 
or maybe it was because no one cared about an old ring and thought nothing of it.

140,000 words later, you’ll know why Michael Kingman has his father’s ring. Along 
the way you’ll be transported to the the Narrows, the left behind quarter of a city called 
Hollow, which is in decay, if not yet in ruins. A city where the Gunpowder War has 
left its burn marks, where the execution of Michael’s father ended up becoming the 
death of hope, where the sounds of death from a rebel attack or the falling moon have 
become commonplace. A city where Michael Kingman has struggled mightily to find 
his way in adolescence, and where he may never live to find fulfillment as an adult.

From Joshua Bilmes:

Nick Martell is the most exciting debut author I’ve come across in over 
a decade, since I went out to market with Peter V. Brett. Nick’s been 
writing since 5th grade, is now 24, and is a more fully polished fantasist 
than Brandon Sanderson was at that age. And there’s no need of 
qualification here. Nick Martell isn’t great for a 24 year old; he’s great.

The Mercenary King Series
THe kINGdOm OF LIARS (#1)

Total advances for the series are over $250,000. 

German rights sold at auction to Blanvalet in a five-figure deal!

FORTHCOmING mAy 2020

Rights sold: 

Germany (#1-3) – Blanvalet

German Audio (#1-3) – Blanvalet

N. America (#1-3) – Saga

N. American Audio (#1-3) – Recorded

Poland (#1-3) – MAG

Polish Audio (#1-3) – MAG

UK (#1-3) – Gollancz

UK Audio (#1-3) – Gollancz

COmING SOON FROm JAbbeRwOCky 

Nick Martell Fantasy
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